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ABSTRACT

The principal objective of this study was to perform badi research investigations Into an

Innovative power conversion concept for tras-atmopheric, beamed-energy propulion: a new elm

of Eternal Surface Immulme (ESII thrusters. This advanced thruster principle could be used for

atmospheric VTOL, high acceleration, and lateral flight (e.g., short-term "cruise') propulsion of

Slngle-Stae-To-Orblt (SSTO) beam-powered shuttlecraft of the next century.

Three class of ESI thrusters were initially examined: 1)simple thermal, 2)electrostatic,

and 3)electromnpgetic. Beam power wavelengths from 10cm (microwave) to 0.3um (laser) were

considered. The subsequent research effort concentrated on the simple thermal repetitively-pulsed

ESI thrusters, energized with laser power and using air as the working fluid. Laser frequencies

were selected because of the relative wealth of experimental data and theoretical research on "laser

impulse coupling' which exists in the literature.

The first year analytical effort has proven conclusively that such an engine can deliver high

levels of thrust-to-beam- power at liftoff (e.g., at least an order-of-magnitude greater than beam-

powered hydrogn-fueled rockets), with infinite specific impulse (decreased only, perhaps, by ablation

of the thruster surface). Later along an orbital trajectory, the primary propulsion function would

transition to other modes; upon leaving the atmosphere, the SSTO vehicle would continue in a pure

rocket mode with a specific Impulse (lop) of 1000 seconds or more. The principal motivation behind

this variety of "combined- cycle' tramatmospherlc propulsion ii the potential for "more payload to

orbit' for a given laser power level - than given by beam-powered rockets alone.
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CHAPTUR I

INTRODUCTION

The &ns yer dort begun with an Initial investigaion of mer alternative approaches
to External Surface Impulse (ESI) thntew 1) Imple thermal, 2) electostatic, and 3) electro-
magetic varleties. The primary focus of the subsequent investigation was on the u l a
clas of thruster: specifcally, the External Radiation-Heated (ERE) thruster. For the purpose of

comparison, the lItter two thruster types will be described first.

A) Zlsctosalc ESI Thrse

The electrostatic ESI thruster concept (shown in Fit. I-1) utlizes a remote projected ml-

crowave or laser power beam to accelerate and eject relativistic streams of electrons to some remote
jlocation away from the thruster surface This leaves the vehide exterior with a large resultant

postive chargLe The ejected electrons preferentially attach to previously neutral oxygen or water
molecules (In the ambient air) thereby creating a negatively charged cloud. Impulse is then gener-

atd by electrostatic forces occurring between the charged cloud and vehicle surface. As the vehide

moves through the negative ion cloud, its urface charge is neutralized; then the entire process is

repeated.

B) et SI Thrste

The electromagnetic type of ESI thruster uses microwave or laer energy to fAMs ionize the

amblat air working fluid neat the thruster surface (e.g., see Fig. 1-2). Once Ionized, the driver loop

(an electromagnet) is pulsed and an electric field Is Induced in the gas. The gas is then repelled

from the thruster surface by meas of electromagnetic forces, (i.e., F = J x B), thereby generating

thrust. Presumably, a powerful and lightweight on- board electric power supply would be required,

one which could be recharged with beamed energy. Refer to FIg. 1-3 which shows the electrical
circuit model for one exemplary electromagnetic ESI thruster.

Both electrostatic and electromagnetic ESI thrusters are technologically complex and require
additional onboard power conversion equipment - with which simple thermal engines would not

be burdened. For such complicated thrusters, It is presently unclear as to which flight velocities

and altitudes would yield superior performance, and how they could be Integrated Into energetic

1
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combined-cycle mgine.

On the other hand, the r~eults of the present study have shown th simple thermal £S1

thrusters are ideally suited for the Initial luof boost period (e.g. Mach 0 to 3) of advanced air-

breathing shuttlecraft, are euily integrated into a variety of combined-cycle engine concep* and
require minimal energy conversion (on-board) equipment. For these reamom, the engine holds much

promise for use with beam- powered tramnimospheric vehicles of moror-iem *conventional, design

(Le., heavier-than-air, and relatively compact in sin).

C) Siml Themal Z81 Thruster

The External Radiaion-Heated (ERB) thruster concept Is pictured n Fig. H. The reac-

tion surface Is integrated with the underside Uxino structure of the vehidL. The actual thruster
geometry can vary greatly depending upon the desired vehicle conflguration. ERB surface shapes

considered here were circular frustrums and fBat circular plates, which are appropriate for vehicles
of rasdal symmetry (e.g., the Apollo Command Module). Other shapas would be more suitable for

delta-winged shuttlecraft, like the space shuttle orbiter.

To create thrust, high intensity electromagnetic radiation (either microwave or laser fre-

quencies) must be projected radially inward from the vehicle's perimeter, and brought to focus near
the geometric center of the ERR thruster surface. This radfation Ignites and sustains a number of

air-pluma 'waves' which propagate radially outward (and parallel to) the thruster surface as shown

in Fig. 1-4. These laserustaned plasmas produce blast waves which subsequently expand over the

ERR muface - generating impulsive thrust.

The process of thrust production is described more thoroughly in the following sequence:

i) Depending on the frequency ad intensity of focused radiation, tither a Laser Supported Det-

onation (LSD) or Combustion (LSC) wave Is Initiated by the mechanism of inverse Brems-
strahiung. In these radiation-sustaned plums waves, electromagnetic energy (e.g.,luer

liHt) s converted to thermal energy - resulting in a high temperature zone with elevated
pressure. In the cue of an LSD wave, a very high pressure blast wave is formed. However if
an LSC wave is used, the resultant blast wave pressure is s ,veral orders of magnitude lower,
but furthermore the pluma temperature is much higher.

i) As the blut wave decays to the local ambient pressure, a reaction Impulse s transmitted

to the thruster surface. Some portion of this Impulse Is converted to usable upward thrust,

depending on the Inclination of the ERR thruster surface to the flight axis.

iII) Once the blat wave has decayed, the region adjacent to the thruster surface still contains

4
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hot gume Then 8spent' gs must be removed and replaced with uuprocsed ambient
air before a new thruo cycle can be s@arted Exressed another way, the muuface muk
be 'refrehed'. This procus Is equivalent to the UMa u1WUOa Part Of & Conventional
thermodynamic cycle. Unike mast current propulsive ensines which utilla 'P~let heait
addition in a Brayton cycle, the ERB thruster Is closest to the 'constat volume clas of
engines (e.g., like the V-1 'Buss Bomb' wedl by German Against England In World War

U).

Note that the ERB thruster Is a repetitively-pulsed engine. Its Pulse epetition FreqUency

(PRF) Is governed by the blast wave d=gu ad the thuiuter surface nkoIl9M Therefore,

the totalce tme isdependent onthe ambient airpresumeand densityn whch the M thruter

operates. This implies that the thruster performance varies with both altitude and light velocity.

The maximum engine PRF varies throughout the entire light envelope; a typical cycle time is on

the order of a millisecond.

Although not specifically examined In the fiAs year, it is Important to consider the wse

of mirnw ktUisAKu with the "sAmple thermal dame' of ES! thrust, Low literature exists

on microwave-sstained plasma, but sulcient understanding has now been acumulaed to begin
research on microwave beam energised ES! thermal engines.

Thus long wavelengths (microwave) are critically Important for the future boumed-powered

SSTO shuttlecralL Air Force scenarios generally dictate all-weather operation, and only microwave

beams can penetrate clouds/rain/fog (all forms of precipitaion) without uigniicant attenuation

By contrwCt laser beam must "burn-through" clouds, exploding and evaporating water droplets

- a brute force solution that Is highl wasteful of beamed power. A preferrred solution Is for the

shuttlecraft to perform a *pop-up' maneuver, wherein It climbs vertically through the cloud layers

(e.g., up to 30-40,000 ft) under a low-power microwaivebeam, then rotats to engage a high power

laser beam link for the final boost. It has become apparent that knOk modes wil be Important for

future SSTO beam-powered vehicles.

D) Report Orglatom

Chapter il covers the reference vehicle/platform configuration assumed in the present re-

search effort. Since the method of heating the engine working fluid (air) requires the wse of optics

and an air refresh scheme (lateral and/or axial model), it is dleary platform dependent.

Chapter Il reviews the basic phenomenology of Inverse breumutrahung absorption of lase

energy Into the air working fluid.



Chaptm. IV and V introduc, two modub for LSD-ways bassed RM thruhm. Thes models

wre of the dmvdety, that they do not directly take int accouts paticular 'refres che..
for conveedfg new al Into She aUwe thrmer volume Chapter V as analWyMe te AdyuaMlc per-
fonmance of a conlcal hutrum thruster mufaces

Chaper VI and VUI ducsibe analym of a LSC wave hoated ERM thnmer. Chapter VI

review Wh IMPuls ge toWN model, and 0ugges0 a4dt ~ion e mets whMc ane ammary. A
raIaton heat traafe model wu aim crested, and ued to aomos Wh seveity of the surfac hotig
problem The tuuapuatur hilor reults awe presented In Chapt. VIL

Chapter VII provides an analyu of the far-uld mound levels produced by the reisrence ERB
thruur confturaklon. In Chapt. VIIL tbls analyica model is umod to simulate the Mnuu MUM&
(Lt., frequecy, amplitude, doppler WMA, etc) produced by a ERB thruster m it accelerates along
repreattve boost trojectories - m perceived by observes on the Earth's surface.

Finmaly, Chap. X Sive L IMlMina of principal concluion reaced in the fims year ufunin

IGWI
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H VLIGHT PLATFORM RUURMCU OON1IUURATION

The primary task of this "adc researh Investigation wu to develop and exrcis analytical
models for esimating the performance of advanced beamed-enera propulson concepts. However,
a rda ce %U* platio, geometry was adopted In order to Introduace te combined requiremft
for primary sad secondary optics Impulse genersio, surface contours, ad reek'" modes for the
ERB thruster. In additio the pursuit of a reference conflguration bpd to elariy how the ERR
thruter concept might be Incorporated Into varlable-qcle engine. optimised for acceleration along
an Eart-to-orbit trajectory, wherein rockets an used for Anal orbit Injection.

These Innovative alrbreathlng engines m incorporate the functions provided by convew-
tonal Inet and Nude (exhaat) components. It interUting to note that for hypeokspeed
abbreathlng inlets can become very large - large enough to home the entire paload. Hence, the
folowing discilon uses the term 'vehicle' and 'lnle" almost Interchangad.

A) R.,.,. P,,mg

The reference egine/vehicle shape is that of a Bye metar diameter ax-ymmetrit bodyI largely composed of conic frimtum, as llutrated In Fig. U-I. The body can be divided Into three
basic componsalt forebody, cowl and dterbody.

The forebody conits of an external imetroplc ",pike difmer with a conical tip of 15
degees(emvertex angle) and a 3 degree turn Into the cowL It provldes the dual role of an
external compremlon Inet and, equally as Importat, the parabolic 2dM= receiver optics for the
incoming power beam Roughly half of the cros-ectional area represented by the inlet centerbody
Is covered with the primary receptor mirror.

The forward inner rim of the cowl contalns twelve small crcular secondary optics (ref.
colg) which are positioned doe to the focal point of the large parabolic primary receiver mirror.
Thes secondary mirrors then project the high power beam(s) parallel to the afterbody external
surf ce - at an inteansty of 5 x 104 W/cml (see Fig. 5-2). The cowl itself provides the function of
directing the compremed inlet airfow so that it 'blowe across twe afterbody - for the purpoiz ot
'refreshing' the spent air in the detonation some. The cowl is usumed able to translate axially so
that optimal inlet flow characteristics can be maintained throughout the flight envelope, the cowl
may also have a deformable forward lip and trailing edge. This variable-geometry cowl would Ideally
keep the conical bow shock always attached at the cowl lip - above some deip mach number (e.g.,

mach 3).

. I
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, h afZbdy form the bas of the vehicle and behas. oranleipuo conical
need@ f 4P hle. ft b hen, "h She LBC/USD wave Mdve their lumpelss, since the

mis UO u the FAR thtuer seA & I the r.1 c cohlgurMtn, twedve propagating

LSD ewov (uu~rearew sectks, 1 ca ra"s) pro~ce twelve high peure (I60 &W), 2A5
m ln cy&W" p1... volume (haseer caled "hgu), whih nbntly expad ldmh
ovr the plug soel. aufacs to gmeak thrLst Mob s Is fed axlbr to the souk afterbody, as

dirocted by the cowl; the Ilaera reh me ain a serve an Importau role.

As mentioned above, a bu gle of 4P was selected for the LSD md In the refere ce

confge A bus e of 0 ws picked for the L mode dnce most o the Impue may be

inemited to a narly houizontal rfake am represented by the lower (bmeuup.eqhcal) end of the
trncated coe m/fta dy.

9) h&*., Veic md Powee Sysbam ArMl@eftn

As mentioned above, the central demo of thi Invae"to In a hba sc doss 4M ito
the phymim .1131 hn QMrnM HowINr, I der to cmopuhe pu moomee th v odm mum

spef k"aU number at 'boundariy coaditine - which we Wntmat el ated to the energy
depeel"s moe (eg., LSD vs LSC wave), optical &ask sod gadynsele aomptlom (Including
"rbdh'). In other words the Invaveig s is built upon, or ddMed runda sapecic Iderece

In the permi of research on CW bease-eergy a~kft one must epedl the beam power,
dege of focuing focal geometry (e.g., point vs lae), absption chamber 4...mi.., nozl. p-

ometry ad working lid coditios (prseu temperate's ad msm low rae). Ad thee Oyste-

rdte cowWmldo have impae t on buel reserch invesigalone. On the other bad, uch

WuNW th o 01e of propellat takage or dimensons of eeving opt ane of little concern to the

propalMoin eare. Obviouly, al the propellant is carrd onboerd for the rocks* and optic

imeuees ane drIv by the mission.

In contret, an slrbreahng engine has a somnewhat difersat set of *dv*n WWue. Pertas
the dominant one is the ceed for an edlet W& since the engine working fid is collected from

the atmospheric euvironment, hrougb which the engine propoel itmelf For high macb numbers

(e.g., high supesonk and hypersonic), the inlet rs ofte dwAn d the rest of the engine. Why?

Became of the need to maidale total pressue recovery within the Inle. [n fact, for hypersonic

eginew proposed for the "OrIet Expre (e.g., scramjet), the te/moule coudderssoe dictate

the sere lower airame geometry. I emsece, all the payload and much of the fuel wil be housed

10
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within the adtrnal cOmpnon inl volume.
IN fac Ms Olde Incentive for fture "dulgaffe of beam-powered trematmoepherl

wroepecrAf to itg s the primary receptive optics with the engine Inlet, vehicle aifraine, or
adhast n le. Depending on the choke of bum wavelength, rsuuedt antna diamer and

r ato-te-power soum (or relay), the iceiving anten do can be a ndan Wme. The

reference mege/plaorm confguration adopted for the present u y, mum that the prima'y
oPtc is lateaed with a radly- smmetrik mntrnp epike Inlet an nma-apoad bole

abs doubles te vehicle afterbody. Frth rmor, It is uumed tha the Istah is mAcde
large to contain the paload; he enane and vh"l e mere into a usile aty. The folowing

&~cmiea attempts a broad &icondon of the choice In egnotlai neintegraion which

fac fuftur designe. of beua-oosted traamoepberic ehuttlecraft - tha utila Je b i
Ten bak p orm consideratlon have bee Identified (there may be more) which Influ-

ene the detailed din apect of FM thrustem. In tam, thene coedderadon agec the choice
of ouduy cnMons that must be speclfe in order to ayu the peformanceof ay gi

CUE thrmnte roacept. They am

1) Power mumr localeon (pvondbed vs. space based)

2) Power bum waveleangth (rquency-witbig)

3) Overal ele coafwal
4) Fflh vecto orietatio (relative to beam)

5) Alrbeatg Inle geometry
6) hroud/cowl configraton

7) Receptive optical traIn geometry
8) 'rhrinter rmanouale geomet"
) Thn vectoring coo

10) Energy depositio modes for thrust generation

11) Air r*esh' schemes

Each of these ERB thnter-related coodderslou wWi now be discled in more detail.

1. Power Soure Location (GB vs. S3)

The beam power source may be based either in spae (SO) or on the ground (GB), and
utilse low altitude relay station. The present rdeeece syitem umumes 5 to 10 GW meilite solar

powewett In geo tory orbit and multiple low altitude relay satelUte (e.g., at 1M kin). The

system m u- the d m of *crowl-Mo' and 'down-lAW, bot no "up-lanka of beam power from

1l
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2. Pow. Beamf Wavelmh (frwrPSmC7 ow"1chin)

A do*1 welength for the poe u susually Invoked In beamed-marpy propubfio

I Irti.. with enhancing the effdency of power beam tranmilssion, or conversion to prpoie thrust.

for example, shorter (L~e. laser) wavelength ane advantageous for longer transmion Dakai between
receiver and trnsmitter antenna of a given sime Laser power transmnon Is usually limited toI fir weather, but a high power beam could also 'un through clouds, evaporating all moisture in

ath. U Ultraviolet waivelengthe shorter than 0.3 pin ane too badly dissipated by molecular and

pairticulate scattering - to be of much use at the bottom of the atmosphere. However, I 'down.

I Inlked" from Wpaco, ultraviolet beams could dtill be used to advantage (by a beam- powered vehicle)
In the upper reacbes of the atmosphere and of course, throghout the vacuum spac eavlronmeat

In contrast, microwave and millimeter radiation exhibit the lowest atmospbari attematlo thro
weathe (clouds and all forms of precipitatio), but wavelemgthe much longe than 10 cm, yield

I trainmltter/r sapertures that become unwoid.
MWe presnt reernc system amumes that, frequscy switching is available In thes bandwidthI frkom 10cm through 0.8 pm. Iicowave wavelengths (10cm-O.lcm) are used for neer-vertical Opopup

manesuvers, wherei the shuttlecraft clilbe (at low acceleatio) up through weather. A low aliude

(1$5km) trasombve fru-yemicrowave relay satelite my be used to reocu & large diamseteI microwave beam (eg., 7 km), down to the email dimemiom of ashbuttlecraft. Once above the clouds,
the shle" (and primary optic) In rotated to mogag a %@asr-Dnk - by way of another laser reWa

I sateilte at 186km - which It chaow all the way Into orbit (the final transamospheric acceleration
run).

I The characteristics of microwave radiation sharply restrict the tawdoom beam intensity
level which can be collected upon the vehicle/engin primary optics. This 'plasma maintenance

I inteulty1 threhol scales directly with wavelength to the negative 0.46 power. As a result, ulcronu
frequencles are only good for low power accelerations alternately hAw frequencis can easily enable

vehicle accelerations beyond human tolerance.

It is known tha, radiation-sustained plasm.s produced by optical wavelengths (i.e., lawe)
region hae two dhiine structures, depending on the Incident radiation &mu density. Thes iru-

turn resemble convesitional detonation and deflagratlon waves generated by chemical reactions. Hig
beam Wumes create laser-eupported detonation (LSD) weves; lower intensites, laser-supported

I 12



combustion (LSC) wave. A critical question IS Do Similar absorption wave structures CM with

The anaytic expresom derived for lau pported detonation wave velocity and peak

preme (by Raiser) show no fequency dependence. As a reiult, one might expect that "detonstion"

waves could as be utained by microwave power. However, the electric breakdown threshold of

air appears to scale with the inverse square of the beum wavelength, so the threshold Is much lower

for the microwavefelunces than for optical. In the microwaveregion, breakdown at atmosphec

presure occurs at a Mx density of 1-2 MW/cm', as compa with 4-5 GW/ cm for 10.8 om

radiatio Raiser Indicate out that microwave- triggered breakdown normally occurs before a

detonation wasve can be generated at sa level pimure. The breakdown threshold is simply lower

than that Intensty which can maintain a 4davaA MI structe

However, a will be demontrated In Chasp VI laser- sustained "defiagratiotype' waves

can indeed produce blast waves, the esential Ingredient for generating prpudie forces with ERR

thruste. So there is good reason to suspect that microwaveestained Ideflegralo" wave can

succemil be used a well. Microwave radon can sustain plasa temperatures which ar much

lowaerb1th b ogauraked by opticaleqe ces. For microwavesrmltant ir plasa tempratres
can be on the order of 2000 to 4000K, whereas can it exceed 10000 to 20000K for optical fequasude

Tbeore, rasdition heas truer to ERB thruster surfaces might be reduced by using microwave

power dut low acceleration mansuvas (Le., lfof and landing) and hover.

One must be cardu however, not to compare apples and oranges. As noted above, the

IR thruster Is a juII, *_ uE engine which generates thrust by expani bla waves of the

Impois-coupling surface. The puke repetition fuency and duty cycle obviously must enter Into

thi heat trUw problem. Hence one cannot just aaine peak microwave- and lasesheaked plasma

temperatures, but should c fly ases the convective, conductive and radiative hea transer to

the E thruster surface.

3. Overall Vabid./Alrfram oluto

Clearly there should exist an inihte variety of sirrame choices for transatmoepheic sero-

spacecraft. Historically, however, there have been only two broad categories: i) delta- wing, and ii)

ad-symmetric. The first category is exemplified by the space shuttle orbiter, and perhaps by several

earlier NIft-body research vehicles (glde eentry mimic.). Of more recent vintage are numerous

dela-wbged concepts for the "Orient Express, propelled by hypersoni scazne engines.

The other m4or clam s exemplified by the radially symmetric Apollo, Gemini and Mercury

13
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space capules, ad certain ai-ymmetric experimmetal engines like the NASA Hypersonic Reurch
Unue (E]U7). The prmt rermce confguraon le summed to be wd-ymmetric, and bas a

paraboik primary receptive optics Intimately Integrated with the large extrunal-compreulon Inlet

centerbody.

4. Fgh Vect Ormlotatis (reltv to besm)

In theory, a beam-powered shuttlecraft could be propelled In any flight direction relative
to the projected energy beam. For trmmatmospheric misions, some fixed-geomety laseheated

rocket schemes have been proposed to utilise a large range of beam intercept angles (e.g., up to
60); these concepts do not require focusing optics in the propulsion converter, however. For those
that di require precision receptive optics, two alternatives exist: I) fixed geometry, and II) variable

geometry.

A good example of the second clam Is the articulated teecope' receptive optical train

proposed by TRW for their laser-heaed Hs rocket-powered orbit trander vehicle (OTV) concept.
Clearly, In the vacuum of space, this telescope arrangement gives complete freedom n the light
vector orientation (+/ - 1800). With no atmospheric drag penalty in a zero U' environment, these
structure. could be both lag and light-weight.

World@ apart from the OTV mision Is that of an alrbreathing TAV powered by beamed
emeray. In the TAV mision, articulated primary optic geometrie. for beam reception must be
abandoned, unlem small enough to be placed beneath a transparent high-power dome/window -
that also has low drag. The remaining fixed-geometry alternative leaves two options for flight/beam

vector orientation: I)axlal, or Ii)IaterAl In the former, the vehicle flight ads Is aligned with the

beam, and the engine 'swallows' the beam as It climbs to orbit. In the latter option, the vehicle
accelerates at right anglie to the beam (or at some fixed angle).

Both options might need to invoke a low altitude relay satellite in order to negotiate the pitch
cheap schedule required along the boost trajectory. A viable alternative in to switch through several
relay ttion in strategically placed orbits, to accomplish a series of greater vehicular pitch changes.

It should be noted that a large primary optic which Is permanently aSxed to a TAV shuttlecraft can
probably not sustain a beam misalignment (pointing accuracy) of more than 1-3 degree. However,
most eude. of rocket engine thrust vector dafa gathered on current launch vehicle. (including the
space shuttle orbiter) Indicate that 2-3 degree. is typically what is demonstrated.

Tho present study asume. thut the vehicle axi of symmetry is aligned with the flight
direction to an 'accuracy of +/- 2 or 3 degrees - to permit thrust vector control of the flight path

14
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5. Aftinsum blu

There Is no guarantee that a revolutionary alrbreathn engine concept such u the ERE

thruser would necessarl derive benet from the addition of a superonk Inlet of conventional

design (or geometry). This Isue Is especially worth conildering because It Is the low supersonic and

subsonic mach numbers wher the ERB thruster Is expected to excell (e.g., Mach 0 to 3 for the

reference configuration). However, other factors related to multi-mode or combined-cycle operation

can be expected to enter into the requirements for dein the ultimate alrbreatbing inlet geometry.
For example, in the reference configura on the primary propulsive role may transition from ERR

thruster to ramjet at Madc 3, then to scrmjet at Mach 6 (or quite possibly into scramijet at Mach 3,
skipping the ranjet mode altogether). These latter cycles may require a cowl for best performance,

and the ERE thriuter should benefit from the additional dr supply for ial 'refresh'.

Early studies by Bliig 13, and others have proven that scrazjeft with conventional Inlets

and cowls to contain the Ocombustor section, yielded superior propulsive elclnclm to un-cowled

or external-buruing runjet" concepts. However these studie examined the use of conventional

chemical fuels in hypersonic cruise modes. Hesce, the conclusiom may require some interpretation

when applied to radically diferent advanced engine concepts designed for the accelenton role -

utiilsing beamed energy. Furthermore, one must consider that a bom-powered TAV engine will be

In this propulsive mode for a very short time (e.g., les than 60 seconds).

Similar statements could be made for the ERB thruster since It Is an unusual repetitively-

pulsed engine, and falls in a completely different clas than the more familiar ones using Brayton
6constant presure' cycle. One should note that the compression process (in the ERR thruster) is

provided by a propagating LSD or LSC wave, and not a mechanical compressor. Also, the spent

air must be vented and replaced with new air, and two mechanism have been identified that could

provide this function: I) axial refresh, and i) lateral refresh (discued below, in another section).

Hence, the unusual engine cycle exhibited by the ERB thruster concept demands that one take a

completely new look at the available options for air inlet, power-njection, and exhaust mechanisms.

As is commonly known, all flxadunmlM supersonic inlets have a desg Mach number

(MD) whereupon the bow shock Is exactly attached at the inlet cowl lip. Of-design operation forces

the inlet into a sub-critical or super-critical condition wherein the total pressure recovery can be

expected to decline.

Varlable-geometry Inleu attempt to extend the range of optimum performance beyond just

15



I
MD. Clealy, the approaches to varying the Inlet geometry are dlferent, depending upon whether
the confguration has 2-dlmenlonal (2-D) or radial symmety (bentropic spike, bi-conic, tri-conic,
etc.). The present study will focus' l be upon the latter, since It Is used on the reference platform.

There appear to be at least six methods (see Fig. U-3) which (singly or jointly) have the
potential for preventing a conical bow shock from becoming lodged (or swallowed) into the Inlet
cowk I) translating the shrould fore and aft (e.g., like NASA's HR scramjet), ii) deforming the
cowl leading edge (Le., like retractable 'high If slats' on wings), iII) replacing the conical tip with
an ogive shape, iv) extending a pointed spike forward out the cone tip, scheduled with increasing
flight mach number, v) 'kicker plas', and vi) blunted hemispherical nose caps.

The first option has a potential problem in that the secondary optic may be forced to
translate fore and aft with the shroud, thereby removing them from the primary optics focal region.
(Alternatively, shroud translation can be used to engage a sequential series of secondary optics.) The
second option may increase the mechanical complexity of the cowl, but should be feasible for cowls
having a large diameter and relatively short length. The third option may spill a lot of air, causing
increased spilage drag for the inlet. It is not lear whether or not the fourth option, extending a
spike, will deflect enough air at supersonic speeds to do any good. The fifth option, kicker plates,

has been scceufully employed with 2-D inlets in almost all current Mach 2+ jets. The sixth option
of blunting the noes on the conical tip (e.g., with a hemisphere), would result in a detached shock
forming just of the nose. Although the flow could be expected to re-attach later on the ogive or

conical inlet surface, some loss In total pressure recovery would be Incurred.

6. Shroud/Cowl confguratlon

At least three mechanisms (see Fig. 11-4) can be invoked for turning the engine air working

fluid around a large external-compression inlet centerbody - so that the ERR thruster surface maybe

"refreshed' jNjly I) a physical shroud with a vuiable exit aea nozzle, ii) a shroudleas configuration
that leaves Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans to turn the flow, and iii) a thin mini-shroud Ning which

solely consists of a small annular secondary (reflective) optics.

The first option is the tzt-aitional approach (most conservative), and could be counted upon
for enabling good total pressure recovery throughout the entire Mach 0-3 envelope (required of the

ERB thruster in the reference platform). Clearly, this jet of pressurized air leaving the shroud could
supply most of the ERB thruster surface with "refreshed' air at densities much above ambient. It
would also permit the engine to develop thrust levels beyond that which could be demonstrated in

the static (i.e., motionless) condition at any given altitude. However, this favorable situation is not
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Figure U-3 Methods for incorporating variable geometry in radiaily-uymmetric supersonic inlets
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SD LSD WAVE JET

I FOREBUDY

I Figure Ui-4 Shroud/Cowl Flow-turning options
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secured without sufferiug the penalties of increased drug produced by the annular shroud and radial

suppor strut, and spilled ram air.

The second option avoids hroud drag altogether, by eliminating the shrould itself. However,

the penalties for this approach will appear in several other areas. During high supersonic spees the

ERR thnuter surface will be immersed in drefruh air3 at a lower density than with the shrouded

option. This condition translates into a reduction in maximum attainable thrust. Also, with small
'a' plug nozzles (Le., nearly flat- bottomed configurations), flow separation could occur Immediately

aft of the maximum engine/vehicle cros-ection. Hence, the resultant low densities behind the

vehicle would not only produce greatly increased drag, but adversely afect thrust generation as

well. Another potential problem is the complex flow field that would result from separation and

vortex shedding, of the aft ERR thruster surface. This may have a deleterious elect on the LSD wave

ignition and propagation processes. Finally, there may be other significant losses due to vorticity in

the exiting flow as it expands away from the vehicle.

In the third option, the mini-shroud is simply a small annular secondary mirror, having an

aspect ratio not much different from a 'hulla-hoop" - only with a bl-conva cross- section. Although

this thin miniature airfoil could induce some aerodynac lift' fow-turning, the bulk of the work

would be accomplished by high velocity jet flow fields which trail behind propagatin LSD wave 1
- s shown in Fig. UI-5. Pre-compressed air that enters the 'cowl' will have been turned outward

(e.g., 35W to 400 from axial) by the external inlet forebody. Next, hypersonic LSD wavs would chop
repeatedly through this annular "duct" flow. After much turbulent mixing, the annular cowl air

flow would be vectored back put the axial direction (perhaps aided by an 'ejector process), and

expanded against the engine/vehicle afterbody plug nozzle.

The obvious penalty incurred here, will be due to the additional beam-power invested

in longer laer nulses (i.e., to turn the flow with LSD waves). Normally, the laser pulse would

be terminated just as the LSD waves reach the uppermost perimeter of the ERH thruster 'plug,

right before they enter the annular shroud air gpp. Clearly, this type of flow-turning mechanism

would be accessible on& to receptive optical trains which incorporate 'ring-type' secondary optics.

In contrast, a slightly-scalloped primary optics which links to a set of small circular-type secondary

optics, could obviously n1 invoke the LSD wave flow-turning mechanism.

7. Receptive OptIcal Train Geometry

Taken as a whole, the receptive optical train comprises the receiving 'antenna' which colects

the remote-beamed power and delivers it to the ERB thruster surface. In general, the train requires
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I Figun U-s Flow-turning by LSD-ways 'Jst'
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only Primary Optdo (PO) and Secondary Optics (SO), but In some cases way Include Tertiary
Optic (TO). for brevity, the following discusson In restricted to uagins/vuhe cosifiguraiou with

radW symmetry.
As mentioned In the previous section, radially-symmestric aiim.. cam 1) be shrouded, ii)

be ubroud-les, or Ill) usm a nieroud. Flgv li4 dbpisy represaiutative receptlve optical trains

which awe compatbl with these three categorle it Is not meant to be an exhaustilve treatment

of the subject. For the purpose of comparison, the reference platform Is show In Fig. 1l4L. The
large receptive primary optic is a paraboloid of revolution. IL for exmple, an Mania high-Intenity
beam must be deliveredl acros. the ERB thruster surface, then the secondary optic must als be
a mounted to the inner surface of the shroud, jus short of the annular Hase focus
(iLe, of the parabolic P0). If a larg number of cylindrical detonation wave source (L~e., Inger?)
is desired across the ERB thruter, the primy optic sura must be slightly scalloped. This will
concetrate and qflt the power beam onto a eerie. of emall circular-shaped secondary optic -

which, in tur-4 will reflect the beam in a multi-fingered fashion. Ths option may be referredo ma
a multi-point focus.

Finally, It should be mentioned tha If the shroud Is allowed to translate fore and aft,
gWjn~ of the small, lightweight SO mirrors could be engaged - either at discrete ignf

ight; Mach no's (perhaps during transitions to different engine mode), or possibly as a result of
power beam frequency-shiftIng. In the latter came, larger SO apertures may be required with longer
beam wavelength In order to counteract diftactIon elects. In general, the SO's may be designed
to project colimnate bean. with roughly constant intensity along the ERB thruster plug.

The unshrouded engine/vehicle configuration shown In Fig. ff4b take a slightly different
approach to the optical train design. Here, a high power window Is placed over the parabolic
reflective primary optic. Clearly, there will be Iowa suffered by the beam as It passes through this
transparet aeroehell. Upon reflecting of the P0, the beam Is focused towards the SO, then traveis
onward to the ERB thruster surface. Either sanular-line or multi-point focl can be invoked for use
With truncated plug nozle. Alternately, one might use J= 11b primary lens.s instead of the
reflective variety, and eliminate one set of optical surfaces (i.e., the high power 'pleasar window).

Figures 11-6c and 6d portray the mini-strut geometry, which is a Variation of the mini-shroud
theme shown earlier in Fip. 11-4c and 11-5. If the reflective P0 is slightly scllp then the aNUiLWc
SO may be replaced by a set of cicua SO's alixed to the end of radial mini-struts. Incidently, these
external struts could be Incorporated into other engine mode and 6hereby seove multiple functions.

Fig. 11-6e Illustrates one final option for the receptive optical tran geometry, one which
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be.. oe towards am aurnh be scus tm amm l 0 SO sateept doe beam md rdee

It towar6 a NJ of sel ain~dec TO'.. As Mnied In Fig. 014e Wh femeh"pe ban.
betwem evcSO ad TO (e Ft. 11) would be coscentuted in o*l M bePike- Bad TO

would be of roxiMatly cyVAdr& l Cotour and rded a crurlar beam aun tW E thnrmr
plug

This geometry would snable the use of multiple detonaton- line source (Le., Vpasma

lpusW), yet not demand the Ue of A scalloped PO murtcs. Why uN this three edement opt"cal

train whe It appears more compicated than the two-elenent system? Becaume other combined-

cyce engine modes may require dherent combination of les. - necestatlng ua opia train with

vulable-psetry. For example, the TO's in Fig. b an mAiciently mall to be eu* retrcted.

Finally, Fig. 11-7 portrays a top view of the PO urace for the rdervae point deug.. Figure

11-7& shows the laer illumination pattern wed to generate the siultaneou 12 line (miqe) source,
and Fig. 11-7b for the rotating single line source.

8. Threster uam/umloS Geometry

tn general, the vehicle afterbody on future beam-powered rumble SSTO shuttlecraft will

need to serve multiple function. In the reference radially-ymmetic englee/vehcle, the aftebody

is used a a Rh noa type of eternal-cpanmon surfae for the entM combined-cycle engn IU

multi-mode propulsion system is compoeed of the ERB thruster from Mach 0 to 3, several other

rbreathing modes from Mach 3 to 28, and finally rockets for orbit Insertion. The afterbody also

acts as a re-entry beat shield. Hence It Is likely to be an uncooled surface, ad probably fabrictd

from advanced retractory materials like the carbon/carbon compoeltes used on the Space Shuttle

Orbiter now and leading edges.

a) Plug nozzle variete

It is logical to assume that the plug nosle should be comined with the ERB thruster

surface helf because of the need for %iAl reftesh - a replenishment of the 'spent' air heated by

the previous LSD wave. The specific variety of plug noalle used in the reference design is shown

in Fig. l1-8 I.e., a pair-talnternal/partlal-externa expa sion type. For this geometr, a portion

of the Sow expen.io will occur within the cowl; the minimum crow-sectional duct wes would be

upstream of the cowl edt station.

I Figure 19 graphically demontratu the efect on nozzle (and cowl) contours aethe per-
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I cent of inti pami on Is increes Note 6W the Initialdsa. which the flow maks with

the central a;xW of symmetry (Le., a) gets lrer with increased Internal expansion. Eventually,

with 100 % internal expanion, the nozzle becomes 'inverted', and all flow expansion takes place

against the Inner saiace (see Fig. I-10). This vaiiety of nozzle Is sometimes referred to as an

Expanaon-Ddection (ED) nozzle.

Since laser power can only be projected along straight lines, the external plug nozzle surface

must be approximted by a simple cone. For example, Fig. 11-11 shows the outline of a 60% Internal

expansion plug nozzle and demonstrates how the complex isentropic spike contour can be replaced

with a variety of conical murfaces. Upon further examination, it becomes obvious that one must select

the am& indicated cone apex angle, in order to prevent high intensity ler beam (projected by

the SO minors) from impinging upon the plug nozzle surface. For the case given in Fig. il-Il, 'a'

I would roughly equal 40", which is also the angle that cowl-ducted gas would emerge upon the plug

nozzle. (Incidently, ince the reference engine/vehicle has an a of 450, one might expect that 25%

to 50% of the fow expansion would take place within the shroud.)

b) Importance of base angle

One Important parameter to consider in the deign of such conical plug nozzles (Le., for use

as ERR thruster surfaces), is the base angle a ndicated in Fig. il-12. As the base a is increased

so does the length L" of the conical ERR thruster surface (I.e.,L = x/coo a). This creates a

longer 'blast zone' for the input of energy, as well as additional surface area over which the blast

wave can expand. However, the additional area does not always produce more niouniu force,

because gn&y the vector component aligned with the vehicle flight direction results in "thrust' (i.e.,

I useble trus = Tcooa). By Increasing the base angle a the efficiency of the ERR thruster will

actually decrease, since more laer-generated impulse Is required for an equivalent propulsive thrust.

INevertheless, when designing the overall engine/vehicle conflguration, many compromises

come into play, and the above discussion is just one example. One should note that a decrease in

I thruster efficiency (due to large a) may to some extent be ofiset b1 a decrease in aerodynamic drag,

and an improvement in 'refreus" function.

In the search for an ideal thruster bus angle, a, one should also consider plug nozzle

performance in the rocket mode - which is an important issue for combined-cycle engines. Note that

the eUMe ma ratio plug nozzle shown in Fig. i-13 would give excellent expansion characteristics

for rocket engines Initiated above 200,000 ft altitude. Shallow thruster angles (e.g., a = 300)
would give exceptional performance in the ERR thruster mode as well. Throughout the intervening

I airbrahuing modes from Mach 3 to 26, ducted air Bow must be prevented from separating at the
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c) Blast wave overlap problem

In the aerothermodynamic design of ERB thruster surfaces, it is important to consider the
degree of overlap by adjacent cylindrical blast waves u they expand down to local ambient pressure,

a-ainst the conical plug. Expressed another way, one must consider the ratio of 'active' to "pnasive'
thruster are aivalable over the entire thruster plug. Here, 'active amre Is defined as that plug urea
which lie immediely above an LSD wave as it races up the entire lengt of the nozzle. oPusive'
area is that IMsod area over which the resultant cylindrical blast wave expands In the process of

delivering Impulse to the plug.

The maximum lateral radius to which a cylindrical blast wave expands (when the pressure
within it reaches ambient) is a critical design parameter for efcient "lteral refresh'. If significant

overlap of Asdjcent blast waves occurs, then the lateral refresh process will become impaired.

As the engine/vehicle climbs In altitude, this lateral "refsh impairment' will first occur at

the lower point of a complete conical plug nozzle. Hence, ERR thruster efficiency can be enhanced

by truncating the cone. Incidently, If the ERB thruster surface must so serve as a re-entry heat

shield, the cone tip mud be rounded to a large spherical radius anyway (see Fig. 11-12).

One logical way to prevent the lateral refresh impairment problem, (even for truncated cone
plup) would be to utilize a c 'multi-finger' beam geometry across the ERH thruster

face - instead of the cylindrical 'multi-finger beam geometry used in the reference design. This
means that the plums fingers will actually be tapered; hence, the plums will relax to ambient
pressure faster at the lower end of the plug (i.e., at the finger tips), than at the top. Since more
room exists for lateral expansion at the top of the truncated plug than at the bottom, this would

seem to be an optimum solution.

Then In order to maintain a constant beam intensity upon propagating LSD waves (required
for a homogeneous detonation pressure), beam power must be increased (.i.e., ramped upward)

during the laser pulse. This will result in a 'sawtooth-shaped" pulse energy distribution vs. time.
Since the primary receptive optics has a fixed rea over which to receive the power beam, a "saw-
toothed" laser pulse would more severely load the PO at the ad of the laser pulse, than at the

beginning. This condition might necessitate a reduction in received time-averaged beam power,
below that which Is assumed for the reference design. (Incidently, a homogeneous detonation pressure

field might be advantageous from in engineering design perspective, because the entire plug surface

would have the same load per unit amre.)
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The available receptive PO mirror area and peak beam power can be easily computed for a

given ERB thruster plug - once the entire engine/vehicle geometry has been defined. (This subject

is treated thoroughly In Section C below, and will not be repeated here.) It bears mentioning,

though, that the available PO area can be directl related to the choice of forebody inlet geometry

(i.e., u dominated by inlet the cone apex angle), inlet design Mach number (MD), and angle a of
the afterbody plug nosle.

In designing an ERR thruster, one would be ill-advised to Ignore the relationship of the
shroud to the expanding blat wave shed by the ERR thruster plug. With some thought, one could
imagine a shroud/plug geometry wherein the shroud helps to direct the rapidly expanding plums
aft, yielding increased thruster eiciency.

As a Anal note, ERR thruster surface will be exosed to radiation-sstained plumas at
temperatures of roughly 4000 K with LSD waves, and greater than 10,000 K with LSC wave. Such
elevAed temperatures may cause the thruster surface to ablate (a potential materials problem).
Furthermore, LSD waves will produce very high peak pressure (e.g., 600 atm in the reference design)
upon very localized areas resulting in extremely high streses. Most conventional high temperature
materials (e.g., ceramics) are unable to withstand such high localized strese. In contrast, ductile
materials (refractory metals) which can survive large non-uniform strem distributions, lose strength
when heated to extreme temperatures.

Actual material selection for the reference ERR thruster configuration was not attempted.
However, such advanced materials are likely to become available In the foreseeable future, If they
are not already present: e.g., carbon/carbon re- entry heat shields, or whisker-reinforced ceramic
composites.

9. Thrust Vectoring Control

The final topic of this section involves the need for "thrust vectoring', a necessary element in
the control of vehicle flight path angle. The ERR thruster utilizes a ,Bsegmented* type of operation,
which automatically offers a unique mechanism for thrust vector control - without the need of a
gimbal system. By increasing and decreasing the time-averaged pressure acrom various segments,
the necessary forces for controlling the thrust vector may be generated. The time-avernged pressure
over ny segment angle of the plug may be varied simply by changing the luer intensity delivered
to the LSD waves propagating acrota that segment. This, in turn, varies the detonation pressure

(PDw), and therefore impulse delivery.
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I The thrust-vetoring control procem can be accomplished in three additional ways. Firm,

the radial symmetry of the blast waves may be disrupted to asymmetrically push one aide of the plug

I more often than the other. Second, ar indicated in Ft. U-14, the LSD wave Ignition point may be

varied up or down the plug to decrease or Increase the cylindrial length of the blast waves. Third,

the laser pulse duration could be shortened In order to restrict Impulse delivery (preferentially) to

the lower end of the thruster plug.

It may be necessary to configure the plug geometry such that the impulse generated by a

single full-length line source' blast wave is directed along a vector that passes exactly through the

vehicle center-of-gravity. This condition would enable the vehicle to propell itsef MA~i s to

the laser power beam, perhaps a necessary control-related function for a beam-riding engine/vehicle.

In Fig. 11-15, it is seen that the time-averaged pressure across the high prere aide of the

I plug in defined as pat and that on the low pressure side as pF, which acts over the segment angie "0"

of the plug. In general, when pea Is Increased, pd Is decreased In such a way a to maintain constant

I total thrust. In normal flight, the entire thruster plug would operate with the same time-averaged

pressure, defined as p...

When thrust vector control Is obtained by this technique, the vector can be made to tilt

over through the angile *' and also shift laterally through a distance *d'. Normally, the direction

of vector angle and vector shift would be additive, in so far as generating a turning moment about

the vehicle center of gravity. Finally, the vector angle can be expected to depend upon at least three

panmeteu i)the percent overpressure, (p.% - p.)/p.; ii)operating pressur ratio, p./p (where

p. = ambient atmospheric pressure), and iii)plug nozzle geometry Itself.

10. Enery Deposition Modes for Thrust Geeratlon

This section offers a broad perspective of the various energy deposition modes which can be
used by ERR thrusters. In describing these modes, the following physical principles come into play:

a) Performance vs. incident beam intensity

b) Noise generation

c) Asymmetric thrust considerations

I d) Scaling laws for various blut wave geometries

e) Absorption-wave/thruster geometry

i f) Passive refresh of planar vs. line sources

g) Wavelength scaling effects (LSC/MSP regime)

i h) Ignition requirements for radiation-sustained plasmas
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I I) AtmosMh ser eoM/paritcul.o contamination

I a) Performanc vs. Incident bumn Intenity
The ERB thrustr Is a repetively-pulsed ngline which produces thnrt by expandng blst

waves over an Impulse-coupling surface especially designed for that role. These blast waves are, of

course, created by pulsed radlatlon-sustalned plasmas Ignited below the reaction sUface. As will be

demonstrated In a later chapter, maximum coupling coefcients (Newtons of thurt per megawatt of

beam power) are realised for the greatest beam intensities delivered to the propagating absorption

waves. Why? Because the highest intensities create the largest blast wave overpressures.

Clearly, this relationship has a strong wavelength dependence, which also limits the clear air

electrical breakdown threshold. As indicated in Fig. Ul-16, the highest beam intensities are accessible

only for the shortest wavelengths. The shortest wavelength of ntereat Is 0.3 microns, for two reasons.

First, it is difcult to construct a mirror which will be highly reflective in the ultraviolet regime.

j Second, much below 0.36 microns, atmospheric (molecular sad particulate) scattering losses become

intolerable. Hence, one must confine ERB thruster operation to %tmoepherlc window* wavelengths

between 0.3 microns and 10 cm.

This is not meant to imply that lower beam intensities and lower blast wave overpressures

i typical of the LSC wave regime are not of real interest. Quite to the contrary, this regime may be

ideally suited to low vehicle accelerations and VTOL Right with reduced noise levels. It is appaent

though, that the highest vehicle accelerations are attainable only with the shortest practical beam

wavelengths.

b) Noise generation

Since the greatest blast wave overpressures yield the highest coupling coefficients, much at-

tention should be given to mechanisms for noise supreslon/attenuatlon/allevLtio - especially when

addressing human payloads. The problem of noise generation by an ERR thruster goes beyond con-

siderations of environmental impact to the immediate external surroundings. One must also consider

health and safety issues, especially with regard to the crew who must reside within close proximity

to an extremely powerful noise source.

We should note, here, that the human ear is sensitive to regular compression waves in the

range of 40Hz to 20 kHz and for young people, 16 Hz to 20 kHiL In contrast, dop can hear up to

30 kHz - 40 kHz and bats up to 100 kilz. Regular compresion waves at frequencies below those

which we perceive as sound can often be perceived as v one can still sense frequencies

lower thin those which we consider 'hearing'. Ordinarily, one can distinguish three characteristic
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audle 0mb01 pitch, volhme (Inimsity), and tone quality. For examplo, rgular dnusoidl varying

compression wove will have a dlflmat tones quality than a sawtooth shaped wave.

Figr 11-17 fiuhrates the normal equal loudne, contours for pure tones. Note that if

ERB thruser operation is rtricted to either the lnfr-eonic regime (for low acceleration, PRI

- 40 Mrn), or the ultra4onc reime (for maximum acceleration, PRF = 15 klz), the apparent

Impact on humn hearing can be minlmid. lncdetay, when operatin an ERB thruster within

the infrk-onk regime, one should avoid the potentially damaging resonant frequencies of the heart,

lunp and nerve synapses.

Another obvious way to reduce thruster noise Is to minimize energy delivered In a single laer

pulse. The required thrust level and time-averaged power can be maintained simply by increasing

the frequency of laser pulse. This approach would rmult in LSD- wave-heating of the smallest

possible volume of air, with the minimum feasible laser puls- ener"; then this Idetonation' source

would be rotatd sequentially about the thruster suface. More details on this concept will be given

below in another ection devoted to the 'Rotating Detonation Wave Engine' (RDWE).

Incidently, the reference ERB thruer energy deposition mode of 12 LSD waves (pulsed

Ia .M with a total beam energy of approximately 1.6 MJ) was chosen without regard to noise

generation. A more ideal 'source' would utiflze 48 smaller LSD waves, each one pulsed ia k
(with an energy of about 34 kJ each) to create a rotating line source. This would result in a pulsing

frequency 48 times grester than the reference deip. When producing maximum thrust with a
time-averaged beam power of 2 GW, the ideal thruster could accelerate a 5666 kg spacecraft at 30

G's, j at an ultrasonic frequency of 60,000 HL In hover (above 'ground etect" altitude),

when all 48 waves are pulsed simultaneously at 40 HL. the thruster will operate almost iMen&1 within

the infra-sonIc regime.

c) Asymmetric thrust considerations

During low PRI hover operation, caution must be exercised to avoid unstable rotation rates

for 2&1 thrust vectors, of course. This situation could be alleviated by using symmetric thrust

geometries of two, three or four "lift points", which rotate over the thruster surface (at the cost of

increased noise generation). Figure 11-18 shows these options.

d) Scafin laws for particular blast wave geometries

Table 01-1 contains a listing of the various available blast wave geometries and applicable

scaling laws (e.g., planar, powered planar, cylindrical, powered cylindrical, spherical and powered

spherical). First order estimate of the impulse coupling efficiency for a given ERH thruster model
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I
Table U- 1-Sedovy' Sali Law, (See Sedov fZ)

UNPOWERED POWERED

I PLANAR Ppref - (t/tref)-2/3  P/Pref const

Z/z ref 
= (t/tref)2/3 Z/zref (t/tref)

CYLIMRICAL P/Pref a (t/tref)-I Pref (t/tref)-I/2

r/rr.f = (t/tref)1/2  r/rref u (t/tref)3/4

SPherCAL P/Pref - (t/tref)-6/5 P/Pref - (t/tref)-4/5

r/rref = (t/tref) 2/5 r/rr. f = (t/tref) 3/ 5

I
A) BUTTUM VIEW:

(NOTE: '" INDICATES LINE SOURCE ROTATION)

I RESULTANT PLASMA FINGERS ('LINE SOURCE")
LIFT VECTORS

I B) SIDE VIEW: (NOTE: "N' is NUMBER OF LINE SOURCES),-G
I ,C G ,N~hN

LIFT VECTORS-'

1 N - (1) (2) (3) (4)

I ASYMMETRIC LIFT SYMMETRIC LIFT DISTRIBUTION

Figure 1-1 Ef L thrust vector geometry for rotating line ouirce(s)
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can be dewevd by application of thee scalng laws, once the detailed sourte geometry and enesnw

deposition mode have been established.

e) Abeorpton-wave/thruster geometry

Filr 11-19 displays seven representative energy deposition modes for radially-symmetrIc

thrusters utilizing truncated conical plugs (like the point design). Varlations-on-a-theme for the

Uneladral source are presented in Figs. 11-19% and 11-19b; whereas, similar modes for the

glUK source are given In Figs. II-19c through 11-19g. These illustrations present bottom views of

the ERB thruster plug with the secondary optics (SO) wrapped about the upper plug circumference.

Ignition of the radiation- sustained plams wave is assumed to take place around the lower end of

the truncated plug. For the "line source' cases, the SO's are amumed to project high intensity power

beams towards a point focus; for the 'planar source', a line focus.

All the modes displayed in Flig. 11-19 asmume the use of rapidly-propagating (i.e., hypersonic

velocity) LSD waves, probably falling in the 'super detonation wave regime (according to the no-

menclature of Raizer (21). The plam& expansion time is generally a factor of 10 longer thin the

laser pule duration (Le., the beam energy 'deposition' time).

The following describes the process of pulsed energy deposition for each mode in Fig. II-

19. (Note that the basic principles behind the 'slmultaneous-line' source and the 'rotating-line'

source were already covered n Fig. il-1.) Two choices for PO/SO/TO optical train geometries

exist: i)annular PO with a scalloped annular SO linked to a set of small grazing- incidence TO's,

or, Ul)scalloped PO and a set of -*:-ular SO'L For '  smultaneous-line source, the entire PO must

be Illuminated at once, with a ar beam (i. aving a hollow center). For the rotating-line

source, discrete portions of the exposed. This Is accomplished with a single (smaller) circular

beam, or with multiple circular ., s, distributed around the annular PO surface. After delivery

of a laser pulse, the power beam must then be slewed to the next 'targeted' location on the PO, as

indicated earlier in Fig. Ul-7.

The other modes portrayed in Figs. I-19c through Il-19I would use continuous annular PO

and SO optical trains. The Fig. 1i- l9c mode pules the whole engine lower surface at once; hence,

the entire plug surface is 'active" and the only unilluminated surface results from shadows cast by

the shroud support struts.

Figures H-19d and II-19e show the concept of a 'rotating-wedge" planar source, an alterna-

tive mode obtained by illuminating some smaller portion of the PO (i.e., during a given laser pulse).

A sequence of pulses is delivered to adjacent segments of the annular PO 'race track". Figure II-19f

indicates a variation on the Fig. 1I-19d mode, wherein the laser beam placement on the PO 'race
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Figure 1-19 Energy deposition modes - bottom view (u n powered cylindrical

and planar sources)
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E) ROTATING "MULTI-WEDGE" F) ROTATING SPIRAL WEDGE
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G) ROTATING SPIRAL MULTI-WEDGE
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Figure 1119 Energy deposition modes - bottom view (unpowered cylindrical
and planar sources ), cont'd.
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track is htla during the Ise pulse - yielding a spiral-shaped plasma wedge. The spiral mode may

enable a reduction In the time-sverged heat load sustained by an annular SO mirror, by spreading

the inddent beam 'foot-print' over a larger SO surface area (Le., during a given laser pulse). One

additional advantage may occur from simplify* the pointing/tracking requirements for the luer

transmitter. The transmitter antenna can be siewed onat In a circular pattern about the PO

"race track' without having to start and stop (i.e., re-target) between laser pulses.

One additional comment should be made with regard to the "rotatlng-line' energy deposi-

tion mode of Fig. H-19b. If pulsed at sufficiently frequent Interval the thruster could operate as a

continuous Rotating Detonation Wave Engine (RDWE) mode as shown in Fig. 11-20. In this mode,

fresh a which resides just ahead of the advancing blast wave front would be "dd&UkC just prior

to the arrival of the front. Hence, in a time-averaged sense, the energy deposition process would

simulate that of a detonating line source that rapidly wipes around the thruster plug.

f) Passive refresh of planar vs line sources

One final point should be made with regard to the 'lateral refresh mechanism and its

suitability for use with line (finger) source and planar source geometries. The line source seems

Ideally suited to this refresh mechanism. However, the planar source does not appear as appropriate,

especially when the entire lower surface Is pulsed (see Fig. II-19c). Why? Because with the planar

source, the ratio of active to passive thruster surface Is so small (Le., roughly equal to 1), that the

most expedient 'refresh" must take place at right angles to the thruster surface - as one would

expect with a I-D planar source. As a result, the maximum frequency at which planar sources can

be pulsed will be different than that for multi-line sources. The implications of this on ERH thruster

performance has yet to be examined in any detail.

g) Wavelength scaling efects (LSC/MSP regime)

Up to now, energy deposition modes suitable for high intensity LSD-waves have been em-

phasized largely because of their greater impulse coupling efficiency. However, thrust can also be

generated using lower intensities typical of the LSC way regime (albeit with reduced efficiency), if

the plasma is still ignited within close proximity to the impulse surface. Figure 1-21 indicates two

feasible energy deposition modes: i) powered cylindrical, and ii) powered spherical. In the first case

(Fig. [1-21a), in annular power beam is projected by a ring-type SO mirror towards a line focu -

which is oriented perpendicular to the thruster surface. (This thruster mode is analyzed in Chapt.

VII.) Figure 11-21b shows a variation of this theme, wherein the annular power beam is again pro-

jected by a 'ring-type" SO mirror towards a central focal region - but this time a pntfocus is
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assumed, not & flne. The resultant.optical geometry can perhpm creat a powered spherical blast

wave below the ERB thruster surface.

For the geometries displayed in Fig. 11-21, microwave radiation could have a significant

advantage; it can produce plasma temperatures which ae much lower than those generated by

optical frequencies. Whereas electron temperatures will still be 10000 to 15000 K, ions and neutrals

can be as low as 2000 to 4000 K - so the resultant air plasmas can be in a non-equlibrium condition.

In contrast, LSC wave plasmas will produce equilibrium temperatures of 10,000 - 30,000 K. Since

radiant heat transer to the EH thruster is proportional to uT 4, a factor of 3 reduction in plasma

temperature (T) can lower overall heat transfer ratm by several orders of maimitude. Subsequently,

the thermal stren problem (for ERB thruster materials) should be greatly alleviated by using

microwave-sustained plasmas for low acceleration, "pop-up' maneuvers and hover flight modes.

During these times, the plug surface would be exposed to potential *overheat* conditions caused by

Ingestion (i.e., undesired recirculation) of hot exhaust gases.

It should be noted that microwave-induced electrical air breakdown normally occurs before

detonation waves can be produced: e.g., flux densities of I - 2 MW/cm' at sea level pressure. How-

ever, radiation-sustained plasmas typical of the 'deflapation regime are ijy& ignited. Hence, all

evidence points favorably to the potential for thrust production with repetitively-pulsed microwave

Spower. Since inverse brenistrhiung absorption coefficients for microwave radiation are exceedingly

low, the physical size of powered cylindrical and spherical plasmas (shown in Fig. U.20) can grow to

be much larger than with laser wavelengths. Significant blast wave overpresures (10 atm or more)

could be generated over a sizeable portion of the ERH thruster surface.

I h) Ignition requirements for radiation-sustained plasmas

In jj the above mentioned energy deposition modes, inverse brenmstrablung absorption

I is invoked as the radiation absorption mechanism. However, a "breakdown" mechanism is needed

to start the cascade process in which enough free electrons are available to ignite an LSC wave,

I LSD wave, or Microwave-Supported Plasma (MSP) wave. Several breakdown mechanisms exist: i)

laser-induced clean air breakdown, ii) particulate "seeding", iII) aerosol or molecular "seeding", iv)

j electric spark, v) metallic target, and v) thermionic or field emission. Options ii) and v) present

potential optical fouling problems. Option iiI) is limited to absorption over a finite wavelength range.

Options Iv) and vi) require an on-board electric power source; of these, option iv would probably

consume the least power.

Overall, option i) is the preferred breakdown mechanism. However, if the PO/SO optical

II focusing geometry is not able to produce sufficient Intensity to induce electrical breakdown, an elec-g 48
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I tric spark device would be a usdul alternalve. Am mentioned eariw, sevwal stegically-loc

spark plugs distributed along tho 'detonation-ine, sources would have the vuluable ability to trig-

ger breakdown It All= locations; this mechanism should enable a thrust-vectoring capability.

I I) Atmospheric serosol/paticulate contamination

Several final comments should be made regarding the data presented In Fig. U-22. Note

that the clean air breakdown threshold is beyond IOW/em2. For the reference design which uses a
uniform intensity of 5 x 1OW/cn 2 , breakdown can be triggered upon a metal target in roughly 20

nanoseconds - with an energy cost of 10 J/cm2 integrated over the beam cross-section. Ignition on

contaminating particles (0.3 micron diameter) would be triggered in 100 nanoseconds, or an energy

cost of 5X larger. Clean air breakdown cannot be triggered at all for the reference system intensity

of 5 x lOIW/cm2. Hence, the metallic igniter plug or the electric spark would be the preferred

ignition mechanism.

I Let us now exaamine another optical train and ERE thruster design that incorporates a multi-

point focus SO (Le., tapered pluma fingers'), and uses the laserm-induced breakdown mechanism.

i With 5 x 1O'W/cm2 at the Ignition point, It is evident that roughly 40 nanoseconds must be invested

at an energy cost of 200 J/em2 - but of course, the focused beam area (at the Ignition point) would

be reduced very much below the afore-mentioned example. However, as seen in Fig. [1-22, Ignition
on contaminating particles (which accidently enter the beam) could occur at even earlier times - and

perhaps at an undesired location along the ERH thruster plug, with potentially hazardous results.

This may cause a severe vectoring of the thrust in an unpredictable fashion. Hence, the super high

thrust/acceleration abilities of the ERH thruster should probably not be invoked immediately at

I liftoff. The certainty of encountering particulate contamination near the ground may necessitate low

acceleration pop-up maneuvers, wherein the engine/vehicle climbs to a safe altitude (perhaps u low

as tree-top level) - before really "blasting off* at high rates of acce!eration.

11. Air 'Refresh' Schemes

During normal repetitively-pulsed ERH thruster operation, there comes a time when the

heated, high pressure air resulting from a given radiation-sustained plasma ("detonation" or "defls-

grtion") wave eventually decays to ambient pressure. This volume of hot, ambient-pressure, *spent"

air must be convected out of the actively-irradited thruster region - before it can be 'pulsed" again.

The entire cyclic proein can be likened to the intake/compresion/ignition/exhamst mechanism in

conventional 4-cycle internal combustion engines. Clearly, if the time required to resupply the "deto-

5o
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nation zone* can somehow be reduced, then it will be posible to increase the engine pulse repetition

frequency and bents, time-averaged thrust.

a) Basic modes for refreshment

It is useful to examine the mechanisms by which this 'refesh' process might be enhanced.

The rderence platform utilizes an LSDz hk e (lne/cylindrical) source, so it will serve as the

exemplary 'straw-man' ERK thruster In this section. Note in Fig. 11-23 that there are only two

basic modes for 'refreshment' of the ERH thruster surface: i) passive, or i) active. In the former

'pasive' mode, sufcient time must be allowed for the heated cylindrical hot plasma 'bubble' to
'burst', then collapse back upon itself - allowing cool ambient air to rush back Into the 'detonation

zone'. For the latter *active' mode, some type of f mechanism Is employed to drive

fresh air back into the "detonation zone' - often In leas time than that required for a complete

'passive rreh' of the surface.

b) Passive refresh enhancement

The various mechanisms avablable for "passive" refresh enhancement can be incorporated

into a given thruster simply by making judicious *design decisions' in the overall engine geometry.

A number of these principles were first Introduced earlier in this chapter. For example, the total

time required for refresh of the reference ERR thruster (with its twelve line source and truncated

conical plug) Is the sum total of: i) LSD wave ignition time, iU) time for LSD waves to propagate

acros the entire plug length, iii) time for blast waves to expand laterally to the local static pressure,

and iv) time for plasma bubbles to cool and collapse back, so that fresh air can rush in. Clearly, the

first two time intervals can be minimized by selecting the maximum beam intensity (within some

safety margin) that can be projected upon the propagating LSD waves by the SO mirrors; this in

turn, minimizes the necessary laser pulse duration.

The third time interval can be minimized in two ways. First, for a given incident beam

intensity (upon the LSD wave), one can minimize the blast wave expansion time by selecting the

smallest "detonation' volume. For a given thruster plug, one would then select the minimum laser

beam diaeter consistent with the limits of diffraction, turbulence, thermal blooming and jitter

of the SO (or TO) mirrors. This small diameter, high pressure cylindrical volume of plasma can

certainly relax more quickly to the local static pressure than a larger volume. Secondly, there

are ways to immerse the entire thruster plug (and its detonation zones) in static pressure levels

significantly shokg ambient; hence, less time elapses during the plasma expansion process. Finally,

as mentioned earlier for the multi-fingered reference thruster, care must be taken to minimize the
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overlapping of a4cmt cylindricel bln waves. This condition will hinder th. subsequent pamive

refrosh process, u well as optimum thrust production.

Similar comments can be made with repd to the fourth time interval, which is proportional

to the maximum blast wave expamsion ra"m (1.e., when plums pressure &s equal local sta ic),

and the sonic velocity. Since cool air can rush in only at the speed of sound, one would want to

minimize the expanded plasma volume, and maximize the local sound speed. The local sound speed

can be increased to some extent, with the aid of compressed cowl air, u will be discussed lawer.

c) Active refresh enhancement

Figure 11-24 displays eight schemes for active' refresh enhancement. Over half have already

been introduced. In Fig. I-24a, the engine/vehicle is shown in supersonic axial Rlight, utilizing the

mechanism of forced axial convection for "active refresh' of the ERH thruster plug. The degree to

which fresh air can be convected across the plug surface is dictated by the specifics of engine/vehicle

configuration: I.e., inlet forebody shape, shroud contour (if not shroudles), and norzle/afterbody

geometry. As will be analyzed more thoroughly in Chapt. VI, a property deined cowl and inlet

forebody enables the plug to be "immersed' in axal-refresh air with a local pressure (and mound

speed) quite above ambient.

Depending on the Wet design Mach number (MD) and flight speed, airflow emerging from

the annular cowl duct can either be subsonic or supersonic. If ducted air expands at supersonic

velocity across the plug nozzle, it can be most elective in the "active' refresh protess. Even so,

during the time interval required to clear the entrJeg~h of the ERH thruster plug of hot spent

air, several new detonations will have been triggered. However, note that blast waves ignited t

the lower end of the plug have the most time to expand (i.e., as the LSD wave races up the plug

surface), so the plug aft end will be refreshed first, passively. Hence, it is the upper end that needs

the active refresh enhancement most urgently, and gets it. Incidently, the fully expanded plasma

"fingers' should not obstruct a sigcnificat fraction of the internal -owl cross-section - so u to cause

a reduction in the mas flow rate of Lxial refresh air.

Figure [1-24b shows another forced convection refresh mode that could occur in subsonic

lateral flight. In this cae, the local wind vector would "blow" at right angles to the plasma fingers -
helping to clear out spent hot air. In subsonic fight, this mode may not accomplish anything more

I significant than to prevent the local static temperatures (of 'passive refresh" air) from becoming

too large.

d) "RDWE" active refresh mechanism
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I The actIve rdrmh mechanism displsyed in Fig Il-24c, may enhance the performance of Ro-

tating Detonation Wave Engine (RDWE) using & symmetric, multi-line ERB thruster geometry.

I Benefdcia Interaction Is anticipated between two adjacent, sequentlally-pulsed sources. One posi-
bility Is that the pre-cursor cylindrical shock wave shed by a given detonating line could convect

j "refresh' a laterally Into the site of the next *line' to be pulsed. It might even ible a pre-

pressurizing effect. A second possibility Involves a similar beneficial exchange between adjacent

detonations, but only for the fiUs and l line sources - as the RDWE "overlaps! after a complete

360' sweep of the ERB thruster plug. A third possibility involves beneficial interaction between the

JtMW itk behind one niralnuce LSD wave, and the adjacent spiral detonation zone (e.g., see
the engine geometry in Fig. ll-24g). These opportunities for refresh enhancement, have yet to be

explored in any depth.

e) 'porous plate' active refresh mechanism

I Figure Ul-24d portrays another scheme for active refresh enhancement, one which forcibly

convects 'refresh' gases in a direction p to the ERR surface. This concept assumes that

9 the thruster 'plate' is porous and that the refresh fluid is pumped out with an on-board auxilliary

power supply. The refresh fuld would be stored internally in a liquid state, then evaporate

9 through the ERR thruster as it emerges from the gaeous plate. (Note that a similar function could

be provided by an ablatively-cooled ERB thruster surface.)

9 Two technical problems are evident for such a scheme. First is the mass los due to refresh-

fluids, which would penalize the ERH thruster with a finit specific impulse. Clearly, one would

want to minimize both the refresh-fluid mass flow rate and the total porous plate surface area.

Perhaps the only porous regons could be restricted to just the actively-irradiated plug nozzle areas
(i.e., immediately below the line sources). The second problem area relates to the pressure ratios

which must be applied across the porous plates, remembering that peak blast wave pressures reach

600 am. in the ref. platform. Also, it is not obvious that the refresh gues should be admitted

continuously: perhaps a repetitively-pulsed mode would give better performance. If the former is

chosen, the porous plate surface might act as a self-operated acoustic valve", anyway.

One final note should be made regarding the porous plate option. This mechanism might

permit the thruster surface to perform as a rocket within a near vacuum environment. However,

the gaseous working fluid must be carefully expelled and uniformly heated to a high temperature

before the rocket expansion process is completed. This sequence of events might present a technical

problem with the rocket-mode scheme.
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f) "Rotating plate 3 active refreh mechanim

Illustrated in Fig. II-24e.fs another concept for active refresh of an ERH thruster, which

invokes a. rapid rotation of the radially-symmetric plug nozzle. In this scheme, the thruster surface

is spun up to a maximum velocity of Mach 1 (or 2) at the outermost rim of the conical plug;, high

subsonic velocities might also be useful. The goal would be to "drag" local refresh air lally

through the detonation- zones (line source sites), by means of viscous forces within the turbulent

boundary layer. As shown in Fig. 1-24e, the detonation zones must be placed extremely close to

the thruster surface anyway, in order to maximize impulse coupling. Hence, line sources would be

located completely inside the boundary layer, probably within one centimeter (or less) from the

ERR thruster surface. It is evident that the resultant blast wave would caUmS separation of the

boundary layer, and sufficient time must be aIlowed for it to re-attach before the thruster could be

pulsed again.

This refresh mechanism could possibly be enhanced by increasing surface roughness, and

perhaps a well-used ablatively-cooled re-entry heat shield might just make the perfect ERH thruster

surface. Exaggerated surface roughness will certainly produce additional aerodynamic drag, and

require more power for "spin up'. However, this may be worth the trouble.

Azimuthal flow circulation might be further enhanced by the attachment of "flow fences"

to the ERH thruster surface (as indicated in Fig. U-24f). Flow fences would be high enough to

efficiently pump fresh air into the detonation zones, yet not so high as to trigger separation of

the boundary layer. With such devices attached, plug nozzle rotation could generate signifmcat

centrifugal forces within the immediate boundary layer air flows, as shown in Fig. 24g. The effect of

these forces upon the resultant spiraling air flow patterns and the refresh process should eventually

be examined in subsequent research.

All the above mentioned "active refresh" mechanisms would require the ERH thruster plug

g to be spun up slowly on the ground, just prior to launch, using an auxilliary on- board power

supply. Following liftoff, no on-board power would be needed during the 20 - 30 second boost period

when the ERH thruster is accelerated from Mach 0 to 3. The massive rotational inertia (stored in

the engine/vehicle) would be gradually be released and dissipated by aerodynamic drag, along the

orbital trajectory.!
g) "Axial fan-driven" active refresh mechanism

Figure 1-24h portraysanother adctive refresh mechanism which invokes rotating components.

In this engine/vehicle configuration, a supersonic axial (or perhaps centrifugal) fan is housed within

the annular shroud volume. In preparation for liftoff, a small auxiliary power supply would (again)
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spin up the engine, storing much rotational energy in the available mw - while exerting a reaction

force ag anst the ground. During the spin-up proces, the variable-pitch fan would be set at zero

pitch to minimize Input power requirements and aerodynamlc drag.

At lloff, the pitch would suddenly be Increased, acceleratin refres air across the ERB

thruster plug. Efficient ial refresh would probably not occur until the ducted air velocity turned

supersonic. Even though the rate of decrease In engine/vehicle rotation would significantly exceed

that for the "rotating plate' mechanism In Fig. 11-24e, It still might provide suffcient axial refresh

flow for the 20 -30 seconds duration of ERH thruster boost. (After Mach 3 or so, the fan blades would

be feathered and the propulsion role would transition from the ERH thruster to other airbreathing

modes.)

h) Ground resonance infrasonic levitation

Figure 11-25 illustrates another potential refresh-related mechanism which is worthy of note.

In operation, it can be likened to the 'ground effect' mechanism which all winged vehicles experience

at very low altitudes. The efect Is associated with a reduced flight power requirement and a region

of pressurized air being momentarily 'tapped" between the wing and ground plane.

In this scheme, the ERH thruster would act as a directional sonic generator to establish a

standing wave system between the vehicle lower surface and a ground-fixed reflector (ideally a hard,

smooth prepared surface). As indicated in Fig. 11-25, nodes would be enforced at the ground plane

and the vehicle underside surface. Then, by simple phase modulation, the pressure nodal planes

could be made to shift, elevating the vehicle Into the atmosphere - to any height still within ground-

effect. In flight, the engine would rebound small "elastic" air masses which move at high velocity

(up to Mach 1) between the vehicle and the ground. Sub-audible pulse repetition frequencies could

be employed to transfer sufficient momentum for hovering flight.

In essence, the vehicle would be levitated within the standing wave system at an upper node.

For example, a five meter diameter engine could hover at 5 meters altitude or one-half wavelength,

with an ultrasonic frequency of 33.14 Hz - as shown in Fig. U-26. (This calculation assumes a cold

0* C day when the sound speed is 331.4 m/s.) If sufficient thrust exists, the 5 m vehicle could also

hover at 10 meters altitude (one wavelength) at the same sub-audible frequency.

The goal here is to produce a time-averaged overpressure across the engine/vehicle lower

surface, suffivient to support the gross takeoff weight. For the 6 m diameter, 5656 kg reference

platform, this equates to an overpressure of 0.02737 atm. Whether it is accomplished by bouncing

planar shock waves, subsonic aerodynamic "ring vortices", or any other mechanism involving an
"elutic" air man, the resultant effect Is a simple momentum exchange with a ma1ss immovable
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object: the ESart&

In order to generate appropriate infr-sound radiation patterns, ERB thrusters may require

specially-shaped surfaces, perhaps even fiat-bottomed plup (i.e., a - 0). Note also that the re-

femrence ERB thruster utilised LSD-wave sources with kiloherts "excitation' frequencies. In order

to efficlently 'pump* the 33 Hz standing wave system with LSD waves, unusual amplitude-sha-

ped macropulses (see Fig. 0-27) might be required. On the other hand, the substantially lower

*excitation" frequencies which are expected from microwave-supported "deflagration' waves, may

couple well enough without macro- pulse-ampitude-shaping.

In summary, by establishing a standing wave system between an ERH thruster plug and

the Earth's surface, a "ground resonance' effect can be created. The standing wave system may aid

in convecting 'spent' gases out of the active 'detonation' regions and sweeping fresh gases back

in. When operating in ground effect, ERB thruster "9mpulse coupling' eliency should increase,

causing a net reduction in propulsive power required for hover flight. If the laser msa-nioulse energy

is preserved (e.g., 1.6 MJ for the 12- finger ref. source), this lower beam power level could appear
as a diminished pulse repetition frequency (e.g., a reductionI
C) Analysis of Primry Recetive Optics Area

IThis section analyzes the relationship of specific engine/vehicle parameters to the primary

i optics are available for collecting beamed power. The analysis applies only to the reference vehicle
confi uration which receives the beam from an orbiting relay satellite, onto a primary optical surface.

This parabolic reflecting lens is intimately integrated with an external compression inlet that closely

resembles an sentropic spike. To avoid the requirement for a needle- fine inlet spike j. (i.e., an

extension of the parabolic PO mirror), an annular laser beam is chosen; hence, for simplicity, a

I non-focusing conical tip is selected for the reference design.

The general layout of the engine/optics/vehicle configuration is depicted in Fig. U-28. The

I present analysis applies only to simple PO/SO optical trains; the use of tertiary optics requires

a different set of model input assumptions. Note that the angle a sets the ERH thruster apex

angle, and determines the maximum diameter of the engine/vehicle centerbody; also, a sharp flow

turning angle exits inside the shroud - created by the intersection of PO and conical nozule afterbody
surfaces. This shrouded duct would function well only with supersonic air flow velocities; in practice,

Ithe sharp edge would probably be rounded off to some minimum radius - to prevent flow separation

at subsonic and low supersonic flight speeds.

A major emphasis of this analysis was to compute the amount of power which may be
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received by the crft. This peak power level is directly proportional to the aa of the receiving
optics ad the beam wavelength. Note that throughout this treatment, T"optics' rdeer to the primary

aperture area and It independent of the power beam wavelength. The ftatIo3 of inlet spike frontal

area available for collecting and focusing the beam is defned as the *active am frution'. This

active-area fraction varies with cone tip angle and the desired focus location relative to the conical

bow shock wave (produced by the external compression inlet tip). The analysis assumes that the

conical bow shock angle Is unaffected by the curvature of the primary optics (which would act as an

additional compression surface).

1. Analysa

The basic geometry of the optical trains and the key vaiables used in the analysis re shown

in Fig. 1U-29. The vertical distance, Z2, mesured from the PO optics buse to the conical shock
wave is computed from inviscid shock daa. The bow shock wave is assumed to attach to the cowl

lip in order to minimize "spillage' drag; thus, Z2 also represents the cowl Up location. The vertical

distance from the PO optics base to the parabola focus is denoted by IF'. The quantity D is the

difference between Z, and F. In the calculations, D was set equal to zero, requiring the parabola

focus to coincide with the c Jzl.i.g c This situation would not be possible If the shroud

has a leading-edge flap, because the SO ring would have to be moved aft within the shroud. The

equations presented below are generalized for WX value of D.
The active area frction was calculated from Eqn. -I, with the terms defined in Fig. [U-29.

The expression which describes the parabolic reflecting surface is given below In Eqn. 11-2 Ill.
Fraction active area = - 4(x*)2  (II - 1)

R?

In order to make the inlet spike a continuous surface (I.e., without 'drag-increasing' dis-

continuities) the contours of the conical tip and parabolic redlectlnC, surface must be matched by
equating the first derivatives of the governing equations(i.e., the slopes). The slope of the cone

surface is given in Eqn. 11-3, and that of the parabola in Eqn. 11-4. The dimensions of the cone

base z* ad parabola height V* were then found using Eqns. 11-6 and 11-6, in terms of the parabola

focus location.

Cone; d . 1-- (1-3)

d7 tanu
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: =R--3_L_ (2FS)
tangu

1= F (11-6)

tan a,

The parameters x and I were then found from Eqns. 11-7 and U1-8 with the quantity D given by

Eqn. 11-9.

R (11-7)
tan$

-2F R

D = (-I - I ) + ((-- -

At this point, the quantity "D" (measured from the focus to the cowl) can be specified. As

mentioned above, D was set equal to zero for this analysis; thus, Eqn. 1-9 could be solved for F

(the focus location), given a cone half-ange and resultant bow shock wave angle (determined by the

flight Mach number), and a maximum optics radius It. The resulting expression is given below.

F=R( r ,. - d-)(H o
F a, 'W(11- 10)

After obtaining F and z" from Eqn. 11-5, t, must be found by solving for the intersection

of the line through points (RF) and (R-X,0), and the parabola (Eqn. 11-2). The Line location is

specified by Eqn. U-11, with X calculated by Eqn. 11-12. The angle a is that of the afterbody plug

nozzle, as defined in Fig. 11-29. The intersection point zi was then found by equating Eqns. 11-2
and 1-11, resulting in Eqn. 11-13 to be solved using the quadratic formula. The root of interest is

neptaive due to the choice of coordinate system.

Line; y = EX-x+F(I - (lI-il)

X = Ftana (I1- 12)
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I

I

x? + (-2R -- )x + (R2 -QM(l -F = 0 (11-13)
I In the cue of a = 900, the equation of the line is given by Eqn. [1-14, and the quadratic

can be solved for xi by using Eqn. 1-15. The negative root is again the one of interest.

= r (I- 14)

F (11-14)
X,2 + (-2R)X, + (RI - 4P,) = 0 (i 5

I Using z1 obtained from Eqns. 1[-13 or 11-16, the active aem fraction can then be calculated

from Eq. H1-1.i
2. ResultsI

The active ams fractions were calculated for cone semi-vertex angles ranging from 16 to 36

Sdegree, with afterbody angles a of 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees, at flight Mach numbers of 3,4.6,10

and 20. Tabulated values for the shock wave angle, P, used in the analysis were taken from Ref. 121
Plots of the active-area vs. cone angle and Mach number are displayed in Fil. 11-30- 11.34.

i The results presented here are for point desim having a snecific cone half-angle, afterbody
angle and flight Mach number. These results assume that the focus of the primary optics moves with
the cowl to catch the shock at each condition: thus, every point represents a different optical design

and inlet geometry. The temptation to associate cowl translation to the values of focal distance

I presented in the data tables must be avoided.

Also, the present analysis assumed D - 0 so that the optics! ring focus coincides with
the cowl leading edge; however, for proper operation, the focus should actually be slightly outside

the shroud such that secondary optics could then intercept and reproject the beam across the

no,-le/afterbody as shown in Fig. U-36. The desired D value used in Eqn. H- 9 would have to be
I updated to include this effect.

From the results in Figs. 11-30 to 11-34, it is apparent that larger cone angles yield lower

I active areu, as does operation at high Mach numbers. A design Mach number of 3 and 50 % active
optics area was selected for the reference point design.

I
I
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CHAPTER III

LASER ENERGY ABSORPTION INTO GASES

A) Introdwutto

Much of the earlier work on laer impulse generation has been found pertinent to this study
of the ER.H thruster concept. Yet, there are significant differences which should be mentioned. Many

of these earlier studies are founded on slightly different assumptions, and reach different conclusions.

This fact has been noted by BonietsL 2t .

Figure ml- shows a typical "perpendicular beamisurface geometry and the resultant blast

wave structure. Most studies also Included a direct Interaction between the laser and the surface

In their analyses, I.e., a direct 'burning' of the surface by the laser. The nature of the resultant

absorption wave is then dependent on the type of surface upon which the beam Is Incident. The

surface Itself Is participating In the overall radiative Interaction with the surrounding gas and can

contribute some mass, via ablation, to the blast wave. The latter, however, is known to have a

negligible effect.

PTrrI 111 Reily et aL 1211 and Raizer 117,1w, are among those researchers who have attempted

analyses which consider the interaction between the laser and the gas as the principal reason for

the impulsive and thermal coupling with the surface. Heating of the surface is by radiation and

convection from the gs, rather than by direct radiative heating of the surface by the laser. The

latter does occur but is considered negligible compared to the former. Note that once the plasma
has been created, its absorption of the laser radiation is so great that the surface may be considered

as being covered by an optically thick gas and thus, does not "see" the laser beam. Radiation is also
considered to be the dominant heat transfer mechanism by which the high temperature plasma heats
the surface (i.e., rather than convection). The procem of the surface heating will not be discussed

further here.

B) Earlier Models of LSD Wave Propagation

Most prior analyses begin with the gas dynamic equations to describe the motion of the ab-

Most of thsq earlier studie are i fact Irgely concerned with enhancing the inpuse azqdthermal coupling of the wave with tMe surge for destructive api cations. Advance coo ing met-
oda, stronger m ails and transversely incident pulsed luer bes. can perhas prevent serious
damae to the Eiw thruster surface. In fact, some research has Indicated that laser countermea-
sures' to the destructive aspects may be easy to develop. This matter is not discussed further
here.
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sorption wave. Viscous and thermul losses we usually neglected. This is understandable considering

that the absorption wave pressure may be greater than these efects, even it very high propagation

Mach numbers.

Ra [8er 1i4 explain the process of igniting an LSD wave (in air) at the point focus of a

laser beam, as follows. First, a strong shock wave is generated in the focal region where the laser

energy Is deposited in the gas. This shock travels through the M heating and ionizing it, further

enhancing the absorption of more laser radiation. Radiative energy is deposited in successive layers

of gas adjoining the shock front, and thes layers in turn act as heat 'sources' which maintain the

wave.

The wave, thus, moves along an 'optical channel' towads the laser source and is maintained

by the beam. The wave would continue to travel up the beam as a planar wave moving within a

cylindrical re4L. , at constant strength, if not for its Inevitable lateral expansion. However, most

researchers believe this lateral motion in negligibly smaler than the axial, and have ignored it until

the end of the laser pulse.

Raier 1171A, derived specific equations for the velocity and pressure of the LSD wavefrout

from the integral form of the ga-dynamic equations using a control volume drawn about the wave

(see FIgure 11-2). RaUser obtains Equations 111-1 as given below. In deriving these relations, he

apparently assumes that the wave moves steadily, at constant strength and without any losses,

immediately after its initiation.

PoVLSD = PS

Po + PoVZso =p+ p 2

e 6 + u  (e+I-1)
P0a !* pVLSD p2

where VLSD in the LSD wavefront velocity, u, p and p, the velocity, pressure and density of the
plasma behind the wave, respectively. The subscript '0' denotes the ambient values of these last
three quantities. 9 Is the laser beam Intensity. The internal energy of the gas is defined as e =
RT/(7 - 1) = p/[( - 1)p), where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature.

From these equations, Raiter next obtains an expression for the shock adiabat as:

e-eo= 2'0 " + 4 -(p) (111-)

This equation may be combined with the equation of state of the gas (p = pRT), to obtain an
explicit expression for the shock adiabat, p(p), for the supersonic wave, as:
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P=(2J1 "- },I i (111-3)NIN -1L, - 11

RaIS graphically represents this shock adiabat as shown in Figure IIl-& Note the

limiting points on this curve. Wave velocity increases from the initial stake '0', along a straight line

tangent to the shock adlabat at point 'J', The Chapman-Jouguet point. Point 'A' represents the

maximum possible heating ad compression of the gas in the detonation regime, with the assumption

of zero ambient pressure. Raiser claims that the shock-wave ionized gas obtains additional energy

from the absorption of the radiation, and expands along the line AJ until it reaches point J at the

end of the energy release. This action, he believes, occurs within the wave front, which he treats as
a discontinuity. Ri er admits that this conclusion requires verification by a more detailed theory

of the internal wavefront structure. The points 'C' and 'D' represent the posuible final states of a
'superdetonation' wave. Ralzer Implies that, unlike chemical detonation, this superdetonation may

not be sustainable with laser energy.

Using Equations (Mfl-1), Raizer shows that the minimum velocity of a supersonic wave in

the detonation regime Is given by:

VLSD = [2(72 - 1)1i* (111- 4)
PO

Some experimental results have supported this finding (e.g., see Ferriter el uL [16j).

The pressure behind the wave front is given by:

PDW = ____S

Raiser's analysis was not concerned with the internal structure and temporal evolution of the
wave. This information is important in obtaining any relationship for the impulse generated. Thus,

one must utilize the inviscid gas dynamics equations in their differential forms, in axi-symmetric

cylindrical coordinates:

Op + + j P 1 0pT+  + I' op (111- 6)

u uaO+ vat - l0p

F+ - -= r- ; (y-8)
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where u is the axial velocity, v, radial velocity, p, presue and, p, the density. The previous analye

did not consider the energy equation In detail. Holmes et L. IS 1, used a polyiropic state equation,

(asuming a polytropic gas), given by:

L = Const (1- 9)

where the -f used has a value of 1.2 behind the wavefront. They asumed that the LSD wave

propagates In the following manner.

1. The wave starts out at the strength and speed given by Raiser.

2. It propagates up the beam with decreasing strength, due to the axial and radial rarefaction

fins moving inwards from the outer shock boundaries.

3. When the wave reaches a height equal to its diameter (which is assumed to be about equal

to the beam's diameter if the wave speed is constant), the expansion of the wave, presum-

ably, becomes two-dimensional or three-dimensional. i.e., the wavefront geometry is either

cylindrical or spherical This point in time has been denoted by tD, which is the time

required for an axial rarefaction fan to reach the surface.

The rarefaction fans travel at the local speed of sound, c, , which is not constant. But,

using an average c,, t2D is defined a:

t2D _ (it- 10)
C.

where r. is the laser spot radius. Different definitions of t2D have been used in the past, but they

are all about equal to the one which uses:

,-2

Holmes et ai 1 1, assume that the radial expansion fans are an effect of the wave's decay

and hence consider only the radial gas dynamic equations:

8. +.. 8PV + T = o (111-12)
Tt' Ot r~

Ov Oo 10p(111- 13)49T + V O = -I a

along with the polytropic state equation. Raizer similarly assumes that lateral losses are largely

responsible for the wave decay after the pulse has terminated.

Holmes e . 181, then neglect the l/r term In considering wave propagation far from

the centerline.*This assumption then renders the equation completely one-dimensional. Thus, some

* For the spherical case, a 2/r term appears instead of 1/r.
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I

I characteristic solutions may be obtained for the pa premure and the particle, fan and wave ve-

locitiw. Becaue the l/r term is neglected, Equafions UI-,2 and i1-13 'are not vAd at r = 0,

I the centeflne.The solutions of these equations say that straight rarefaction fans propagate radially

Inwards at the local, non-constant, speed of sound. Holmes d &L 181, describe the wave decay

process based on the motion of each rarefaction coming In, beginning when the it one reaches the

centerline.

i
Applying the boundary condition of zero velocity at the surface, the characteristic solutions

J yield a surfae pressure of:

PLSD = 12 + ~PDW(I-1)

I Table l1-1-Sedov's Scaling Laws, (See Sedov

UN POWERED POWERED

PLANAR PlPref m (t/tref)-2/3 PlPret - const

Z/Zref " (t/tref)2/3 z/Zre f - (t/tref )

i CYLINDRICAL P/Pref = (t/tref I P/Pref ) "(t/tretQ*1
2

i r/rref (t/tref)1/2 r/rref = (t/tref)3/4

SPE ICAL P/Pref (t/tref)-6/5 P/Pref )-4/5

I r/r ref 2 (t/tref)2/ 5  r/rref = (t/tref)3/5

I
Holmes et a. (si. then calculate the impulse for every rarefaction, within the time it takes

each one to reach the centerline, using the characteristic pressure behind each rarefaction - until a

radius of three times the spot radius is reached. Next, they apply the self-similar solutions of the

I gasdynamic equations given by Sedov j22), to give the pressure decay to the ambient value. These

'Scaling Laws' are presented in Table r11-1.
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C) Rult. of the Earlie Models

The unpowered scang laws were originally derived by Sedov from dimensional analysis
techniques. The powered scaling laws were supplemented to Sedov's by assuming a linear energy
deposition (i.e., substituting an energy varying linearly with time in Sedov's original form of these

relations). These similarity relations are not without their problems. One of them is that they
present a singarity at t = 0 and a zero value of a bolute pressure as t a pproaches infnity.

Pirri uses Sedov's self-similar solutions of the gasdynamlc equations without considering the

motion of the rarefactions. Indeed these equations appear to be complete and valid solutions of the

much simplified paedynamic equations (with the I/r term).

In Pirri's analysis, the wave is assumed to be of constant strength while the laser is on, then
decays according to the planar scaling laws until the time t2D (if t2D is greater than t,). The wave
then decays according to the unpowered cylindrical scaling laws until ambient pressure is reached.

f t > t 2D, he applies the powered cylindrical scaling laws before going to the unpowered.

Reilly d #L 1211, use what appears to be a mixture of the above analyses. A rarefaction

fan Is said to be radially approaching the centerline (from Its starting point at the spot radius), at
the average local speed of sound c.. The surface pressure within this rarefaction Is defined to be
the rarefaction pressure from shock tube analysis. They assume that PLsD is felt across the surface

from the centerline to the radial location of the rarefaction at time t. The impulse is then calculated
with these pressures assumed constant over these areas until t2D. Next, they apply either of Sedov's
scaling laws depending on how tp compares with the time required for an axial rarefaction fan to

reach the surface (t2D ), and the time for a radial fan to reach the centerline.

Ferriter et L. 161, and Edwards et s. [41, have used a computer code called LASNEX to
compute the impulse including the interaction between the laser and the surface in their calculation.

They claim to have obtained results that agreed with etch of the above models. Holmes et al. 1111,
did an experimental simulation of LSD wave propagation, using explosive strips, and claim adequate

agreement with their theory. They all however, admit that more sophisticated modeling needs to be

done.

Each of these analyses appears to be based on dissimilar physical assumptions but that is
not entirely the case. All yield similar results for small radii, for which t2D is also small. Although

the characteristic solutions are not valid for small r, they are used by Holmes et aL (81 , and Reilly

e &. 1211 to give a better description of the wave structure (particularly in its transition to a three-
dimensional geometry) than Sedov's solutions supposedly could in that region. But if r is small, the
additional assumptions made by Holmes et aL. [ 1 and Reilly et 8. f211 will not be advantageous
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I

I becu o the raraction faso will not be of well enough deined structure to make any diference.

Hence, the characterstic analysis ii.dot all that advantageous and Sedov's scaling laws can provide

adequate Informadon on the wave.

D) Suannry

This chapter has presented some of the assumptions behind the earlier analyses on laser

impulse generation for beam which are perpendicularly incident to a surface. The following chapter

will introduce another analytical model for laser impulse generation, one which applies to LSD waves

which propagate parallel (but not necemarily in contact with) the impulse surface.

i
!
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
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IkCHAPTER IV

I INSTANTANEOUS *LINE SOURCr ERH THRUSTER MODEL (STATIC)

A. hpulse Generatioa Model for LSD Waves Propagating Parallel to a Surface

When an LSD wave propagates parallel to a surface, the type of boundary conditions im-

posed on the plasma expansion differ from the cue of the previous section. As the wave races up the

laser beam, it is constrained from expanding in a fully cylindrical geometry by the close proximity

of an adjacent surface (see Figure IV-I). However, this does not necessarily remove axi-symmetry

from the problem. The wave front within the spot radius may remain as in Figure I-1 or Figure

11-2, and the blast wave could still be hemi-cylindrical (or partly spherical). Whatever the cae, the

details of the LSD propagation the blast wave expansion are more complicated than the for previous

1. Initial *Line Source' Conditions Remulting From Rapid LSD Wave Heating of Air

That the parallel beam/surface geometry is a more complicated cae is evident from an

Iexamination of Figures Ill-I, 111-2 and IV-1. Thermal and viscous losses are certainly of greater

importance due to the LSD wave propagating so close to the surface. The wave front velocity can

Ithen be reduced by the presence of the surface. It has been shown that viscous effects can reduce

the strength of a shock wave, or make it more oblique. Reflections of rarefaction fans shed off the

ILSD wave front edge may even be absorbed within the air/surface boundary layer.

Therefore, the terms representing these lomes have to be included in Equations L1-6 - III-8.

However, the reasons for neglecting them before could still apply. If the intensity of the incident

laser radiation is sufficiently high, the velocity at which the LSD wave front propagates across the

plate would be hypersonic. Yet, it is still possible for the losses to be negligible compared to the

high pressures that are generated. To simplify the following analysis, these same assumptions will

be made here.

Figure IV-I shows a side view of the parallely propagating LSD wave's structure. Note the

rarefaction fans reflecting back and forth off the plate and the shock boundaries. As indicated, the

Iwave is quite a bit more complicated in its axial propagation geometry than in the perpendicularly-

incident-beam case. This implies that the axial dependence of the gaadynamic equations may no

I longer be as negligible as in the analysis of Holmes et aL. 181. However, if, again, the velocity of the
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LSD wave across the plate is hypersomc, then the rarefaction fan reflections may not be 'felt' in the

time required for the LSD wave to. crow the surface (i.e., the laser pulse duration).

In the case of the normally-Incident beam, the LSD wave velocity was uasumed to be much

higher than the radial expansion velocity. This may also be adopted here for the same reasons. The

LSD wave propagation and the blast wave expansion may then be considered s axially independent.

Hence, the blast wave expansion may be assumed to stem from a thin 'line source' of energy.

2. Modeling of the Cylindrical Blast Wave Expansion Process

The thin line source model of the cylindrical blast wave expansion, according to the as-

sumptions made above, practically neglects the axial propagation time, tL, of the wave across the

surface. Clearly this thin line has a finite diameter (equal to the beam diameter) and the actual

LSD wavefront requires a bllite amount of time to traverse the length, L, of the surface. Hence, the

validity of this model rests mainly on this time, tL, being very small relative to the expansion time,

to.

The time tL is also equal to the pulse time of the laser, t,, since it would make no sense to

continue the LSD wave off the surface - where no suitable Impulse may be obtained. Nevertheless, the

plasma "leftover" after the termination of laser pulse might still continue off the surface boundaries

if it is not suitably constrained. At present, this effect is not thought to be a significant loss factor

in the Impulse generation process; yet, It could limit how small tp, (or L) could be. Bear in mind

that the line source model requires a 'long line' and a short energy deposition time to match the

implicit assumptions of an infinitely long and thin line with an infinitely small energy deposition

time of Sedov's equations 221. These requirements can be met with a high LSD wave propagation

velocity.

When the laser pulse is terminated (i.e., at t = t.), the cylindrical air plasma is not likely to

have a radius much larger than the spot radius, r,, which has been used in the past. The LSD wave

velocity across the surface will in general be very high compared to the lateral expansion velocity.

Hence, the radius of the cylindrical blast wave at t = tp may be set equal to r,.

It is assumed that the laser pulse shape, (i.e., the laser beam intensity vs. time, 'or t < t,),

is such that the LSD wave sees a 'fairly constant' laser flux after the beam has passed through the

optical trait i the thruster surface. Also, for simplicity, it is assumed that the beam cross-section

is held some it semi-circular immediately adjacent to the thruster surface (see Figure IV?) ThLs

ensures a plasma expansion process with a cylindrical geometry.

As a result of the line source assumptions, the problem becomes virtually one-dimenswr.1
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ziiaymmiericaL Neglecting loons, the wave then could still travel along the surface with a velocity,

VL5D, S given by lhaer.

VLSou= 12(72 -l)ij& (IV- 1)

Then the time t, = fL, can be defined as:

L (IV-2)

This definition matisfies the requirements of the line source model as previously mentioned, if the

laser Intensity, #, Is large.

The equations are basically the same as the equations used In the previous analyses (p being

radially dependent only). Equations r1i can be applied, without modification, to the line source

helping to link the model to the fact that the blast wave is born of laser energy deposition. This

further justifies the applicability of EquatlonEIR to the line source model. The boundary conditions

of zero surface velocity, used to obtain the surface pressure from the gasdynanlc equations, are also
the same since the blast wave I also radially dependent only.*Slnce tp Is small, It Is assumed that

the surface virtually 'feels' this same pressure, PLsD, at the end of the laser pulse.

PLSD = 1 !TPDW (IV-3)

Note that PLsD Is the pressure with which the unpowered cylindrical decay Is assumed

to begin. Figure IV-3 displays PLSD as a function of laser intensity, #, for several altitudes of
interest.The 9 dependence ht.ps to incorporate the fact that the blast wave is based on laser energy

deposition into the line source model. However, the incremental impulse generated during the transit

of the LSD wave (t:5 t), is assumed to be negligible even though the initial pressure may be quite

large. This assumption is made because the LSD wave is propagating parallel to the surface and

hence, perpendicular to the thrust direction.

At time, 92D, a rarefaction fan propagates radially to the centerline of the blast wave while it
is at the radius, r#, assumed. Then, the blast wave expansion process assumes a cylindrical geometry
after the time 92D (this time might be better defined as t, but Is kept as such because It turns out

to be the same as that defined in the previous analyses).

t2D (IV -4)
C.

C Because this Is not an Infinite line source, the non-ideal 3-D effects that perturb the axi-
symmetry of the problem may actually alter the surface pressure.
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when as spin has an avmp value of:

VDW (IV -5)

Hence, the wave has a structure and temporal history that Is largely f-similar (see Figurs VL4).

3. Computaed. of Impulse Coupint to the Surface

The Impulse on the surface Is defined a:

fI =I"I" (t) - p(,4)I
.= ( I V -)

where dA - L dr. The presure history used in this model from Table 1, is displayed in Figures

IV-4. By the previously mentioned assumptions and this equation, from t - 0 to t tD, *the

surface feels the impulse of a 'planau powered wave' defined by:

Ipp - 2rLpLSDtD (IV - 7)

During this time, the decremental ambient contribution s

Ina = -2r#Lp* D (IV - 8)

From t ID to to, the unpowered cylindrical scaling law gives:

4@. = 4r.LpLSDt2D1I,/OE - 11 (IV- 9)

and for the ambient term:

ism a -sr.LpADK(--I -'1 (rV - 10)

The sum of the terms defines the total impulse, 1.

From the unpowered cylindrical scaling law, the decay time may be calculated as:

to = t2DPLSD (I/ - 11)
Po

It may be assumed that the blast zone can be refreshed with unheated air, moving radially

inwards with the last rarefaction fan as the wave collaps as to is approached. Then, the plasma

* tp Is not used as the reference time here because It was assumed that there was no contri-
bution to the impulse beforehand.
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decay and the Impulse generation cycle end at t = to. With trojru essentially srthe maidmum
puls repetition frequency, PRF, or the laser In then defined ae:

PRF . . (IV -12)

The peak Input power during a laser pube Is given by:

P = !a.# (IV -13)
2'

and the laser pulse energy Is:

Note that this definition of the lamer puls energy also helps to incorporate the faut that the blast
wave Is obtained from a linear, laser energy deposition over a time, tP. The duty factor of the cycle
Is

DF = tPRF (IV - 1s)

From this, the time-averaged laser power deposited Into the gas over the impulse generation cydles
may be calculated as P - P x DF. The time-averaged thrust over the cycle is defined am:

T-IxPRF (rV - 10)

A measure of the Impulse delivery efficiency Is given by

ITr cc= (IV -17)

which is the definition of the coupling coefficient, CC. From the unpowered cylindrical scaling law,
the final radius of the wave may be calculated as:

to!=? . LD(V 8V W,(V-8
The final width of the cylindrical blast wave Is twice this alue, and should not approach

the length L, or the assumption of ax-symmetry is violated. Also, the plasma must not expand
beyond the Wiie width of the plate during t. Otherwise, a spherical development of the blast wave
must be Invoked.

A computer program is used to calculate the above variables for an Interesting rag of
beam intensities and atmospheric conditions. The laser radius is set at I cm and the surface length,
2.5 m. A value of 1.2Is used for asIn earier analyses. The results anediscussedIn the next chapter.
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B) Reml of tAM IIf semm moded

The main concern of this analysis l the effcieacy of impulse delivery to the thruster surface.

Critical parameters were varied to observe and understand their effect. The results of the line source

calculations are discussed below. The ingle-pulse Impulse Is plotted in Figure IV-. Note that more

Impulse is Imparted to the surface by increasing the laser intensity. This Is of course an advantage

which can be exploited by the ERE thruster concept. Also note that the Impulse decreases with

Increasing altitude. This Is generally true for all arbreathing propulsion systems. This decrease
occurs because les sir Is available for static thrust generation as the air density and pressure

decrease with altitude. The time-averaged thrust, displayed in Figure IV-6, also has these same

trends.

The peak laser pulse energy and power absorbed by the LSD wave are shown in igurm IV-?

and IV-8. They more or less agree with beilly's observation that a reduction in the laser intensty Is

required to generate LSD waves at higher altitudes201. Figure IV-9 shows the average power going
into a cycle as a function of Incident laser intensity. This figure helps to demonstrate how the input

laer power is distributed throughout the cycle.

However, the best measure of the impulse delivery's efficiency is the coupling coeffcient. This
has been plotted in Figure IV-1O against the laser intensity. As indicted, coupling coefficients are
quite promising, being on the order of 1000 N/MW. Note also that the thruster efficiency increases

with altitude and laser intensity. The increases imply a more efficient absorption and application of

laser energy by the air at higher altitudes.

Apparently, the coupling coeffclent levels off at the higher Intensities and altitudes. This
may occur because the air is approaching a limit in its ability to absorb more laser energy; a condition

which can be linked to use of Equation 111-9 which originates from the entropy equation (i.e., the

second law of thermodynamics, see Holmes el 8 [). As derived, the coupling coefficlent really

depends only on the gas properties and the laser beam intensity. This point is also mirrored by

the LSD wave pressure (shown in Figure IV-3) which is a stronger function of laser intensity than

altitude. The variations with altitude and intensity is also displayed in the maximum blast wave
expansion radius, re in Figure IV-11. Note that ro is also more sensitive to increases in beam

intensity than those in altitude. The maximum plasma radius is directly proportional to the square
root of the LSD wave pressure and inversely proportional to the ambient pressure.

The parameter ro also defines the radius over which the impulse and the mea thrust are
delivered. However, these two quantities do not appear to be as sensitive to the area increase. This

may be because the other variables they depend on (like p and t), are not very sensitive to the
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altitude effects and thus, counterbalance the ar Increase. Another parameter on which the mean

thrust and the Impulse depend In the pulse repetition frequency, PRF, which Is shown in Figure

IV-1, to decrease with Increasing Oean Intensity, a well u altitude Evdqntly, the less dense air

at higher altitude takes more time to decay" from PLSD to po, and clearly, has the Immediate effect

of decreasing PRF, since PRF = 1/to.
Largely because of the necessity for low duty factors (Le., DF = t,/to), the Impulse model

Is valid for intensities greater than about 5 x 107W/cm2 . Note In Figure IV.10 that the LSC/LSD

transition region fW' 10.6 micron laser radiation lies between 10 - 107W/cm'. At the shortest

wavelengths of interest (e.g., 0.36 micron) this transition will scale to 4.64 x iOW/cm2 at the upper

limit. (Recall that LSC waves have subsonic velocities, and that the model treated here, applies

only to LSD waves.) Low duty factors (i.e, about 0.1) require high LSD wave velocities, which goes

back to the need for elevated laser intensities to secure short laser pulse times (see Figure IV.13).

At the highest feasible Intensities, for 10.6 micron radiation, performance In limited by the

breakdown condition to 1 - 2 x 100W/cm2. However, the breakdown threshold can be extended to

higher intensities, since ths limits scales as wavelength to the 3/2 power (see Reily ). For example,

this could permit operation at flux levels as high as 101 W/cm2 with 0.5 micron radiation; however,

severe demands would be placed on the secondary optics.

It Is obvious from the above analytical results, that the static performance predicted for the

'line-source' ERH thruster Is exceptionally promising. An exemplary application for this advanced

propulsion concept Is discussed in the following chapter.

C) Sum

In retrospect, it must be stated that the assumption of a line source was somewhat restrictive

to the analysis. As shown above in section B, the validity of the model is confined to a rather narrow

range of intensities ranging from 0.5 - 1 x 10W/cm2 at the low end, to 1 - 2 x i0'W/cm2 at the

breakdown limit, for 10.6 micron radiation. However, the breakdown threshold scales as wavelength

to the 3/2 power, so this upper limit could easily be shifted upward by one or two orders of magnitude

- simply by invoking higher laser frequencies (e.g., 0.35 to 0.5 microns). Thus, a larger range of

validity for the model and for operation of the ERH thruster is possible.

The final set of the gaadynamic equations imply that the LSD wave propagation velocity is

independent of wavelength, but this is, in fact, misleading. The exact physics of the laser energy

deposition is not fully taken Into account In the model. A more rigorous solution would incorporate

the laser radiation as a source term in the energy equations, and include re-radiation heat transfer
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to be immediate surroundings. Jackson and Nielm [of and Su and Boni 12J investigated the

effects of radilon for LSC wasves but a similar analysis for LSD waves has yet to be performed.
Such effects were also Ignored In prior luer Impulse studies (by others), with LSD waves.

These researcher. used the blast wave scaling laws and a polytropic equation of stat to Include the

radiation effects.
Despite the many assumptions, earlier analyses have found good agreement with laser Im-

pulse experiments. These experiments were generally performed with 10.6 micron laser radiation
(see Holmes s s.L 18j and Ferriter at L 151 ). More experimental work is undoubtedly needed to
verify performance projections for the line source models.

Because of the model's simplicity, further improvements in the theoretical model is also in
order - to include a more complete representation of the physics. A more elaborate model which
could Include the breakdown process and the actual dynamics of the LSD wave propagation along
the plate would be igniflcantly better. The following chapter includes the latter in an alternate
approach.

I
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I
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(CHAPT3R V

PROPAGATING LSD.WAVE ERH THRUSTER MODEL

In the previous chapter, laser energy deposition Into the working fluid was uamued to be

Instantaneous, resulting In an Inflnlte-length cylindrical blast wve. Actually, energy absorption

follows the moving shock front and creae a propagaft nea-cylndrlcal blat wave. Here In

Chapter V, ERB thruster models, which attempt to Incorporate this dynamic behavior are detailed.

Two models are developed, one for a hovering flight platform (subsonic velocities), the other for

supersonic Mit velocities. Thro are rrd to as the sati and adynamic' ERB thruster

models, respectively.

Both modelsare uapplied to a simple engine configurtion, consisting only of a lower Impulse

surface, that i integmed into the lower lht plaorm surfc As Illustrated in Fig. V-1, thin

thruster sura is smmed to be a circular frustum which comprises the entir aft section of the

craft. Also note tha an anular cowl wraps about the vehicle midsection, and that the forebody

has a conical shape which acts like an external difuer (t supersonic velodti

To generate thrust, a series of lae-Induced cylindrical blast waves a initd adjacent

to the thruster surface; as these blast waves eWpand, Impulse In delivered to this surface. Before

I modeling the ERH thruster performance, It In firt Instructive to examine the laser- Induced blas

wave phenomenon which Is fundamental to actual thruster operton.

A. BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLES

When a high Intensity luer beam is focused In alr, a detonation wave is formed; the structure

of this wave consists of a shock followed by an absorption sons. Within the absorption zone, laer

energy is transfmd Into the fluid in the form of thermal energy, by the mechanism of inverse

bremostrahiung. This Luer-Supported Detonation (LSD) wave propagae up the laser bean at

hypersonic velocities and leaves behind a high temperature, high pressure plums zon. Thb, In turn,

expWands into the ambient air much ike a blas wave generated by a conventional chemical explosion.

Because LSD waves propagate toward the lser source much faster than the radial expansion of the

hot pluma behind the detonation front, the resulting blas wave Is cylindrical In shape (i.e., for long

laser pulses).

The EB thruster utilizing LSD blas waves has the following operaon. First, several laser

beams are projected parallel to the thruster surface, and focused to initiate LSD waves. As thes
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L8D wave propagate acrn th. thutr plate, high prmmo cylndrcal bles wav awe formed

and subeequently expand. The portion of the bat wave In contact with the thruster surface awrt

a presure force upon the surface. ThIs impulsive loading results in thrust. Once the Blast wave

pressure decays to the loa ambient level, the thuter surface mu be cleared of the spent, hot

plasma and replaced with ambient r before another set of LSD wave can be initiated. TU

exchange of the hot plama with cool, unprocemed air Is equivalent to the beat rejection portion of

a conventional thermodynamic cycle. In the present analy* this exchange proem Is referred to as

surfue refresh'.
From the above discussion, it Is evident that the ERE thruster is a repetitively-puised

engine, In which Its Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) is governed esentially by the blat wave

decay time and the thruster surface refresh time; the total cycle time is dependent on the local

ambient ar pressure and density. Thi Implies that thruster performance varies with altitude and

flight velocity. Before the ERR thruster performance Is analymd, the structure of the LSD wave is

invetigated and a stade model for the ERB thruster is developed.

B. LSD BLAST WAVE ANALYSIS

A laser supported detonation (LSD) wavecan be analyzed as If it were a chemical detonation;
the chemical hea of reaction s replaced by the absorbed laser heat flux. Therefore, the ZND
detonation wave model, developed by Zei'dovich, Von Newman, and Dring for chemical detonations,
can be adapted and used to analyye the LSD wavestructure. In the ZND model, chemical detonation
wave structure is modeled as a one-dimensional shock front followed by a high speed deflagatlon; for
LSD wave the deflapatlon is replaced by a thin absorption zone. In LSD waves there is a coupling
between the fluid dynamics and the absorption kinetics. The leading shock ionizes the air thereby
allowing the formation of the absorption zone, and likewise, the laser energy absorbed within this
zone drive the shock. Because of this coupling, the detonation wave structure occurs only when

laser intemtles are above 106 - 107 W/CM' (for 10.6 im radiation). Razerl7b using the ZND
wave structure, was able to derive the following wave velocity expression for a LSD wave propagating
into quiescent gs.

VD = 12(72 - 1)± 1 / (V - 1)

This velocity, is the rate at which the detonation front travels with respect to a stationary obsrver
or from laboratory coordinate.

During the derivation of Eqn. V.1, the detonation wave bas been viewed from an Eulerian

frme of reference. It s, however, generally easier to examine the detonation wave structure from a
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I Lagraniam frame. In the Lapanglan frame, the obeever in assumed to be traveling on the shock

front, typically refemd to as shock coordbats. To convert from Euleu. coordinat to shock

I coordinates the following trudormadon Is aplied:

I w.-. Vo (V-2)

In Fig. V-2 the structure of the LSD wave Is shown In shock coordinas Obsere tA a radial

rardaction fan begins to propagae Inward toward the blas wave center directly behind the abeorp-

tdon sone. Also note, that regions of steady pressure and expansion velocity exist ahead and behind

the rarefaction fan. In an actual bleat wavey, the converging expansion fan is reflected at wave's

centerine and form, a second rarefacion wave which propagates outward from the wave's center.

In this analysis, only the first rarefaction wave will be of interest. Once the firs fan reache

the centerline, at location r In Figure V-2, the blast wave decay Is approximated using sdf-smilar

theory. Previous investigators 18,151 have successfully applied sedf-similar blast wave theory away

I from the LSD detonation front. Here, the blas wave will be analysed In two sections. first, using

the method of characteristics in the region between the absorption front and the plane where the

first fan reaches the center lne; and thereafter, ing sif-similar blast wave theory.

In this model, axial relaxation of the LSD blast wave Is negiected, and radial expansion Is

assumed to dominat, the pressure decay process. Aiso, the axial velocity Is assumed small when

I viewed from the Eulrinan reference frame. Thee assumptions permit the use of the following one-

dimensional unsteady flow equations to describe the blast wave expanslon:
I ep a o+, + z= o (V -3.)

LP tSOP POI + f - 0(V -36)

Os Os
W+ 8-- =o (V - 3c)

I For the present development, the las term of the continuity equation is dropped. Using an order of

magnitude analysis, it can be shown, that the error introduced by neglecting this term Is small; its

1removal simplifies the development of the characteristic equations. Using the method of characteris-
tics, the above system of partial differential equations are recast into ordinary differential equations,

such that the fluid properties are described along some characteristic path. Hence, the continuity

and momentum equatdons can be combined and manipulated to give the following result:
IX.+ 2C n J+-W Coast. (V - 4a)

2C

a - = M J- C onst. (V -4)
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These eiquabom awe the wd known ioan invarant. which are valid along the folowing path@

in the luzgtht-ime plam.

-. is +C; Charctitc (V - 5)

0 0-C CChwactrltic (V- 5b)

The abovefour expremdos ane fundamental to the snalysi of LSD bla waves near the detonation

front.
As previously mentioned, the pressure decay process for the rest of the blas wave is a

proximated using oe-smia cylindrical blast wave theory. Expressions predicting this type of wave

decay are easily derived from dimemional analya

Assume that the column of high pressure pluma generated by a LSD wave can be approx-
Imated by a cylindrical '"a wave resulting from a Internse line source explosion. See Fig. V-&
The dependent variables of this blas wave exparlon are velocity (U), pressure (P), and density (p),
while the independent vuriables ae blaist wave radius (R), and time (t). The physical constants of

this decay problem are the energy released during the explosion, as well as, the Initial denity and
pressure. The dimensions of thes variables w K

) M (V -e,)
K (- 6C)

{) - a (V -ed)

It can be shown, that the initial pressure is not Important In strong shock waves; thus, the only

parameter constants are the energy released and the Initial alr demity. The objective of dimensional

analysis is to form nondimensional parameter groups. Observe that the two Independent variables
can be combined to form the following similarity parameter

"p0 = P "Const. (V - 7)

Hence, r is proportional to t-1 /2 . Using the strong shock assumption, following expresion can be

obtaWe&

P +S)jm' (V -B)

Diferentiating Eqn. V-7 and substituting It into the above expression results In an expresson for

pressure:

P= 1 .(E .)Jr1 (V -9)
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In the above equakloa the brackted Senrm we contant mad it Is posible to form the folowing redo:

P t _(V -O)

An additional ratio, can be derived, using Eqn. V-7:

r (V -l)

Hence, If blast wave conditions are known for a given time, then the above expressons determine

subsequmt blat wasve preure decay.

To determine the fluid conditions directly behind the absorption zone, in the Chapman-

Jouguet plane, the following equations developed for the ZND model can be used-

VO (V

OCc (Y)V (V - 12b)

CCc = ues (V -12c)

RaeD that the Chapman-Jougu et plane is located just behind the reaction zone; in the cam of LSD

waves it Is behind the ahorption zone. Chapman-Jouguet theory predicts that "*ble detonation

wavs exist only when the relative velocity of the flow in the Chapman-Jouguet plane, with respect

to the wave front, In equal to the local sound speed; therefore:

VD - ,,=J W CC, = 1I (V-- 13

Combining the definition of the ideal gsm sound speed, the expreion for polytropic expansion and

Eqnm. V-12c and V-iS the pressure behind the detonation is given by:

P +1 =  1 Ot" (V-14)

Assuming that the axial velocity Is zero, the initial impulse pressure and sound speed are given by

the following expressions, respectively.

p1 = P0 ,(2..)(,2 ) (V - 16)

C, = VD (V - 16)

Using the above results, the Riemann invariante and the self- similar expansion expreions, it is

now possible to detemnine the expansion of the blat wave and subsequent thrust generation. The

pressure decay near the detonation front Is now examined.
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11rom Fig. V-4 it Is seen that the first rarefaction fan in a simple backward facing wave;
thus, flow conditions behind it cam be calculated using the Invarlent along the C+ characteristic.
Because the radial velocity ahead of the expansion fan Is equal to zero, the Invariant Is written as

2-- -2 + 2 (V- 17)

Combining this with the perfect gas relations, the above equation can be written as:

2

• .2 _':."j( - -2 ) *(J)* (V- 186)
2 = _ 2.-- () j{- (i ) *I (V - 18.)

'Y -1 01 P
I expression can then be solved numerically with the following well established shock tube result,

to determine the pressure behind the rarefaction fan (Pv1).

V2 = (10-1 - III ll('Yo 7I o- t (V-19)

Substituting this result into equation 18c, the particle velocity behind the refraction fan can be
determined. Knowing the particle velocity, it is now possible to find the location of the radial shock

front. At XO, the radius of the blast wave Is defined as R.. I . This reference radius Is used to start

the selfimlar analiyds.

C. STATIC THRUST MODEL

The impulse loading on the thruster surface due to an expanding cylindrical plasma blast
wave, is given by the integral relation:

I =J PdLM (V - 20)

Using the above expression, the impulse delivered to the thruster plate can now be found.

To determine the impulse contribution of Region I (see Fig V-2) note that its geometry
remains fixed as the LSD wave propagates over the thruster surface. The location of X1 can be
determined by integrating Eqn. V-6b, solving for the integration constant and multiplying the

result by VD.

X = 2R. (V - 21)
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Thereore the impuse contribution of this region Im imply:.

1i = 2'.(r.Pt + r,. h)t (V - 22)

where the t Is equal to the time necessary for the detonation front to propagate acro the

thruster surfae. Since the lase pulse Is terminated when the detonation front reaches the end of

the thruster pte, t Is equal to the laer puke duration time 9,.

The impulse contribution for the region X > X' In Fig. V-2, can be determined from Eqs.

10, 11 and 20, which are combined to give:

4 )-idt - reretil1, = r[,lPof" 14 P (!E)I - 1lAz, (V - 23)

where to Is the time necessary for the blast wave to decay to the local ambient premure, and tre Is

the time required for the first rarefaction fan to reach the blast wave center. To account for varying

flow properties along the plug nozzle, the Impulse In the radial expaniot. roome I numerically

integrated over the thruster surface, using a given step sie of delt x. Thus, the total impulse

generated by the LSD wave Is the sum of the contributions from the two expansion reimes, as given

below:

ITOAL - 11 + I, (v - 24)

Note that the impulse force acts along the thruster's surface normal. For the ERB thruster engine

configuration examined, all of the Impulse loading predicted by the above expression does not con-

tribute to engine thrust- only the impulse vector component aligned with the vehicle flight direction.

Thus, magnitude of the impulse component resulting in upward thrust is:

IusABL3 - ITOTAL Cosa (V - 26)

where a Is the base angle of the truncated conical plug.

In trajectory calculations is convenient to use time averaged thrust. This mean thrust is

defined as

T = 1 [,TOTAL (V -2)
tCYCLE Jg CYCL3

where I Is the impulse delivered per laser pulse, and Tqchcl is the blast wave period. The blast wave

period is simply the total expansion time of the LSD blast wave, plus the refresh time; as given by:.

1
tCCLZ p = to + FUM (V-27)

The refresh time is the time necesary for the hot expanded gas to clear the thruster surface and

be replaced by the ambient air. Currently, an adequate model for the refresh procem does not exist

and in this analysis the refresh time Is set equal to zero.
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I Input enert per laser pulse is evlusted as follows

IK (V -28)

In the derivation of this equation it is asumed that the lasmr beam has a semicircular shape and

I uniform intensity. Recall that the laser energy Is absorbed in a thin region behind the detonation

front. Thus, t, is the time required for this LSD wave to transverse the ERB thruster plate. To

I convert the pulse energy to time average laser power the following equation Is used:

PAV=E (V -29)Loyal=

i Finally, in important measure of thruster efficiency Is the coupling coefficient, which Is the ratio of
usable single- puse impulse to laser input energy per pulse. Therefore, the coupling coefficient is

I defined by:

D. DYNA.MIC THRUSTER MODEL

The above analytical model does not consider the effects of flight platform velocity on ERR

thruster performance. This model is sufficient for static and low subsonic flight velocities, but when
flight velocities ae supersonic, ram drag, compresiblity eects and flow expansion over the aft plug
nozzle (the thruster surface) become important. For an alrbreathing engine net thrust is the force

resulting from the addition of all pressure and viscous forces, excluding the external drag forces;
that Is, grow thrust minus ram drag. Note external drag forces caused by the 'installed! engine ame

i typically included with vehicle drag. As a result, it was necessary to develop a dynamic model for
ERR thruster performance.

In supersonic flight, an attached oblique shock forms at the conical spike tip. The air Is
compressed after passing through this oblique shock, and it Is turned to flow tangent to the forebody
surface; the entire forebody of the flight platform is essentially an isentropic spike inlet. The annular

cowl, which circumscribes the craft's midsection, then redirects the flow parallel to the thruster
surface. In the ERH thruster operation, the cowl only turns the flow, and does not decelerate or

accelerate it. Additionally, the cowl is assumed to have a sufficiently large capture area such that no
spillage occurs beyond the design mach number of three. With these cowl characteristics, no normal

i shock forms at the cowl entrance and the exit mach number Is equal to that t the cowl entrance.
Upon leaving the cowl, the ducted air expands along the thruster surface as if it whom emerging

I from a free expanion type plug nozzle.
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Thersfore the only stagnation significant presmure low occurs as the ar pass through the

oblique shock. To calculate such looses, an experimentally determined pressure recovery inlet sched-

ule developed by Marquart[291 for the XRJ59-MA-3 Inlet was used. In the present analysis, It Is also

assumed that the air flow through the cowl remains undisturbed by the LSD wave propagation and

subsequent blast wave expansion. Such an assumption appears to be Justified, when the maximum

expansion of the blast wave Is small compared to cros sectional flow ares of the cowl

In supersonic filght, pressure variations along the thruster surface become pronounced and

must be considered when calculating the LSD blast wave expansion. When calculating this pressure

variation, it is assumed that the compressed air flow leaving the cowl expands as shown in Fig. V-6.

To calculate the pressure for a given thruster surface location (s) It Is necessary to determine the

local cross sectional are of the expanding gues.

Typically, for a non-truncated plug nozzle, the pressmure at the end of the plug is always

equal to P0, the ambient pressure. Using this condition and assuming Isentropic flow over the plug

the following expression can be solved for the mach number t the plug end (Me).

+ (V-31)

where A. denotes the stagnation pressure at the cowl exit. As previously mentioned this is deter-

mine using the Marquardt Wnlet data. Once M. is known, the cross-sectional flow area, A., can be

obtained using.
A .= m 2 + -IML.. (V -32)

where Aes and M. are the crow-ectional flow area and the mach number at the cowl exit respec-

tively.

From the nozzle's geometry:

=R - (V - 33)

If the cros-sectional flow area Is assumed to vary linearly along the thruster surface, then:

A = - ( -8)l (V -34)
Cos a

In this equation, a Is the plug base angle and a denotes an arbitrary position along the plug surface.

For a given s, the corresponding mach number can be found Implicitly using.

M(s) = A--V- 2+  )V-

Now the local expansion pressure can be calculated from:

P(8) = (, (V -36)
( + *13.(,)2)
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In the dynamic model, the LSD bles wave must expand to this premsre,

To calculate the net thrust, a control volume Is constructed as shown In FIg. V-6. By

choosing the control volume boundary adjacent to ERE thruster surface, the complex flow conditions

due to the Interaction between the blat wave expansion and the air flow directed by the cowl can

be neglected; this simpilihs the drag analyd.
Recall that In the development of the LSD blast wave model, the ambient pressure was

already subtracted from the Integrated Impulse, hence It is necessary only to comider the presure
diference across the cowL The verticle force due to this pressure diference is given by.

Pressure Dr (Po - P.)A. min a (V - 37)

Note that there Is a force due to the momentum chunge of the incoming air flow Is redirected to

convect over the thruster surMface. This force Is calculated using the following expresion:

Cowl Drag = h in a (V - 38)

Therefore the net thrust Is given by:

T 1- 7- Presuure Drag - Cowl Drag (V - 39)

L RESULTS

Performance masp for the ERB thruster engine were generated by Incorporating the pre-

ceding static and dynamic models into a comprehensive computer simulation. Using this computer

model, the effects of flight mach number and altitude on net engine thrust, as well as several other

performance parameters was investigated.

As previously mentioned, the reference ERU thruster surface configuration, Is a truncated
conical plug which comprises the entire aft section of the vehicle. This plug has a semi-vertex angie

of 45 degrees, and numerous LSD waves are Ignited, equally spaced, around the circumference of

the plug. The exact number of LSD waves which were studied ranCed from 12 to 48. In each case,

the laser spot diameter was varied, such that the peak laser power supplied to the ER thruster

remained constant. For this analysis, the beam intensity used to initiate the LSD waves was held

constant at 5W10 W/cm3, over the semi-circular spot of 0.5 cm or 1.0 cm for the 48 and 12 line

systems, respectively.

Before time averageperformance parameters can be calculated, It i first necessary to deter-

mine the total thruster cycle time. Because the refruh time has been neglected, the total cycle time
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i determined by the ma-imum .xpuon tM Le., the time neceusry for the entire bla wave

to expand to ambient preurue At low fht velocities, the local pressure over the conical nozzle
(the thruster surface) Is roughly uniform, and the blast wave expuion time reman consant over

the entire thruster area. For supersonic ft velocities, however, high prme air b convected

from the cowl oren the thruster surftce. Therefore, the local ambient pressure t the barn of the

conical thruster surface Is aMM" than that at Its truncated tip. If the difurence In the blast wave

expansion times between the base and tip of the conical plug is gpeste than the transit time of the

LSD wasve front (this is always the cae), the max expansion time Is expected to occur at the lower

thruster/nozle end (where the LSD waves sre Initiated). rig. V-7 shows the max expansion time

and expanion radius for a thruster at an altitude of 10km and a flight mach number of 3. Notice

that the max expanion time occuus near the lower end of the plug nozzle.

In Fig. V-8 net thrust variation Is presented as a function of glht mach number and

altitude for the 48 beam ERB thruster configuration. Recall that net thrust is the time-averagd

thrust minus ram drag. For a given altitude, observe that thrust drops of at some critical mach

number. This Is due, In part, to the increased ram drag experienced by the EBB thruster engine at
higher mach numbers.

Fig. V-8 also shows that mean thrust decreases with ncreasing altitude. This reult is not

unexpected since at higher altituds atmospheric pressure and density decrease. The ERB thruster,
like other shbreathing engines, relies on momentum transfer of incoming ambient air to gmensr
thrust; therefore, as the density decreases, so does engine thrust.

Another factor which causes a reduction in net thrust, for this ERR engine configuration,

is illustrated in Fig V-9: the maximum pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Note that PRF decreases

with increasing altitude. During ERB thruster operation, LSD blast wave pressure must expand to
local ambient levels before the thruster surface can be refreshed and new LSD waves initiated. At

higher altitudes, the local static pressure Is lower, so the blast wave expansion time (to) is generally

longer. Since the high internal pressure of the plasma blast wave decreases rapidly as the wave

expands, most of the engine thrust is generated during the initial blast wave decay. Therefore, an
increase In the LSD blast wave expansion time (to) does not greatly increase impulse delivery to the

thruster plate, and time- averaged thrust must decrease.

Closely related to the PRF *0 the time-averaged lase power, its variation with altitude and
flight mach number can be seen in Fig. V-10. Also, in Fig. V-I, the predicted coupling coefficient

(cc) performance Is plotted, with the dotted line Indicating the theoretical limit for airbreathing
engines. Since the calculated coefficients at high altitudes (e.g., 30km) so closely approach the

theoretical limit, It Is suspected that this first order analysis of ERR engine performance may be
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The performance mie pr~me heretsofore an for the 48 beam ERE thruter cofiguration.

Comparison of then with those for a 12 beam thruster configuraton (F*g. V-12,13,14 and 16)
shows that for a given operating condition, the 48 beam configurtion gives better thrust and Its PR?

Is pester. Therefore, while the laer enerp per pulse is the same In both configurations, the time-

averaged power for the 12 beam conguration Is less. igher time-average power producee Increased

tbr for the 48 beam ERB thruster. Although, time-averaged thrust Increases with number of
beam. for this engine concept, there obviously is a limit to the minimum beam diameter;, e.g, u set
by optical parameter.. This trend should not be gneralized to all ERB thruster configurations at

this point. Each thruster configuration should be analyzed as % separate entity.

E. Future Extensions

There a a number of reasons for the high values of predicted performance for the ERB
thruster. n the current model, as mentioned above, the refrh time (tr a) is et to zero. In
an actual engine, t aft. would have some finite value, which would cause a decrease in the PRF

and hence, the time aveaged thnst. A second model simplification, which probably contribute to

producing optimistic results, is the omission of axial raefaction wave. within the LSD blas wave
I simulation. Inclusion of axial expansion effects in this blast wave model, would result in a reduction

in the impulse delivery to the thruster surface. At the present time, the combined effects of these

simplifications on ER! thruster performance have yet to be quantified. Future development of these

ER! thruster models should address the above deficiencies.
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I CHAPTZR VI

ILSC WAVZ ER THRUSTER MODEL (STATIC)

A pulsed LSC wave, speiic to ERB thruster Impulse generation, Is characterized by high

plums temperatures 0(11000 K) and moderate presures ( according to the Intensity), and low to

moderate propagation velodties, The high presure are somewhat un-characterist c of the usual

combustion process. The term Luer Supported Detonation (LSD) wave is used because It has the

characteristic high pressures of the upper end of a premure vs. specific volume (Inverse of density)

plot known as a Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) diagram based on their combustion theory ( e.g., see Holmes

etapm8

This point Is an upper C-J point, the term LSC Implies a lower prere, weaker wave, I.e.,

a defiagration wave which it really isn't. C-J theory uuume instantaneous energy deposition, notIcontinuous to some finite pulse time which known LSC wave theories usinme. These may be why

some prefer the term Laser Sustained Plasma (LSP) Instead of LSD or LSC.

An LSC wave edsts between laser intesties of about 2.5 x 104 to 7 x 10 W/cm2 at a

wavelength of 10.6 microns. The low end of this range repreents the threshold for air plasma

generation with a lsr wavelength of 10.6 microns, whereas the upper imit is the transition region

between LSC and LSD wave propagation for that same wavelength. The lower Intensity required for

LSC wave generation makes It more attractive than the LSD wave from the standpoint of reduced

noise during hover and VTOL operations.

The basic elements of an LSC wave are a hot plasma zone, the moving rarefaction fans

I produced In the plasma zone, and the shock outside of the plasma (Fig. VI.1). The physics of LSC

are not as well understood as that of LSD. An attempt was made to use Sedov's blut wave scaling

J laws to model the time history of the LSC wave pressure and physical dimensions (e.g. plasma zone

radius) in predicting its electivenes for low-altitude ERR thruster propulsion. Sedov's theory is

also meant for Instantaneous energy deposition. It has been used in a modified form to include some

caes of linear energy deposition (with time) which is the form used fc a wave powered by a laser,

while its original form Is used when the lser pulse has ended (i.e., unpowered).

I An LSC wave, being a luer generated and sustained pluma, should supposedly be optically

thin so that the laser radiation diffuses throughout the plasma for its initiation, growth and support

by the laser energy. It has yet to be verified, however.

A. Desciptiom of the Model
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In the dis Ihtant of the process, lar light Is focused at the center of the craft's lower

surce, forming a cylndrical plasmn zone which is usumed to expand radially at a velocity, VLso,

give by the following expreionL

y- DO (V-1)1('Y ),y +W)(10 - I - 2w)#

where and %0 are the ratios of specific heats In the plama and the ambient air respectively, 0
ts the received laer Intensity (asumed 85ar, and W Is the percentage difference between the wave
velodty above and the particle velocity through the LSC wave. Prd et. al. give 0.04 as a good

value for W. yo= 1.4 and y = 1.2 ar taken for those respective parametem The average radius of

the cylinder may be approximaed by multiplying this velocity by the time:

R = VLsc (VI - 2)

During this phue, the Impulse delivered to the craft is due to the pressure inside of the

plua zone. The Initia plums zone pressure Is given by:

pLSC _ 11 - 10-- j( (--10-Of.if (VI -3)70 -1 1- (7 + W l(Im - I - "2W)

This LSC pressure equation was first derived by Prd e AL16and has bee assumed for this

analyss. However, It was derived for the cue of a luer beam perpendicularly incident to a surface,
not transversy. ThU equation (plotted in Fig. VI-2), gives rather large valus of the pressure at
the higher intesitis which u previously stated may be the nature of an LSC wave and/or possibly
indicative of the tramition to an LSD wave or because of the different boundary conditions.

As the transition occurs, the vilue of W should Increase to that for an LSD wave, according

to PIrri et L. Them LSC/LSD transition efects are not considered in this analysis. However, higher
intensity calculations have been made, despite this, to observe the effect.

This LSC pressure Is the reference premsure used initially In the appropriate scaling law
for the changes in the internal pluma pressure In this analysis. Once the LSC wave Is initiated,
a rarefaction fan travels from the top of the pluma sone to the surface of the craft at the pluma
sound speed given by:

c= M (7pL )(W + 1)(7 - 1)I (VI -4)

Once the rarefaction fan hu reached the surface, the pressure inside of the plasma zone
begins to decrease rapidly even with the lser on. It was concluded that the best usage of laer
power would result by setting the laer pulse time, t,, equal to the plasma zone height divided by
plums sound speed. Hence:
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H (IV -5)
• Ce

This would increase the lamer pulse repetition rate and improve the propulsion system's

coupling coeffcient (i.e. thrust per Input power).

The cae studied utilized cylinder heights of 6,12.5, 25, 50, and 100 cm. The air Inside of the

cylindrical plums zone can reach temperatures In excess of 15,000 K, well beyond the temperature

limit of any known materials. Because of the short pulse duration, it was assumed that the surface

(either by active or passive cooling) can maintain Its structural ntegrity throughout all operational

modes. The following section describes the various scaling laws used and the physical significance

of each one.

During the pulse time, the pressure inside of the plasma zone is constantly changing with

time due to the rarefaction wave and the plasma zone's radial expansion. The scaling laws sa

presented by Sedov were used to account for this behavior. Because of the actual physical geometry

of the plasma region, the unpowered cylindrical scaling law was used with all reference parameters

taken at the end of the pulse duration ( Le., tef - t ofpe p c ). This Is given by:

- ( ) (VI-6)

Thus, once the rarefaction wave reaches the surface and the laser beam Is shut offA The

plasma zone then decays in a manner described by the following relationship:

R (Vi - 7)

Two conditions were examined. The first condition assumed that the plasma zone would

continue to expand in a manner which could still be modeled with the unpowered cylindrical scaling.

The expansion occurs to ambient pressure with the reference radius smaller than the plasma zone

height.

In the second condition, the plasma zone needs to further expand even when its radial

dimension is equal to its height. Because of the physical geometry involved (fig. VI-I), unpowered

cylindrical scaling would not be an appropriate scaling law. The additivnal expansion is described

by the unpowered spherical scaling law.

, -)-; - (j-t;)i (VI - 8)
Pr.: = ro (2...of _ r

Full expansion to ambient is described with this law. Once the pluas zone hu expanded

to ambient (by either condition), air is assumed to refresh the lower surface at about perhaps the
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cras speed. Once now air is In pl" the cycle is ready to begin spin.

A computer program war written to model the proposed cycle. Laer Intensity and zone

height ae entered Into the computer: velocties, premsure and time scales ae all computed. Ambient

da" wen all taken for us level conditions. The program checks whether condition one or condition

two will prevail and run through the appropriate scaling laws. Reference value ae also genated

by the computer proram. The program calculates the total Impulse delivered to the craft by the

equation:

I= f" J ,() - podAdt (VI - 9)

where to Is the time it takes for the pressure to decay to the ambient value pa. to and R.. are

calculated by the scaling laws. The program calculates impulse by dividing the Integral Into domains

of separate scaling laws and then adds these domains to obtain the total impulse.

The impulse for each phase (or domain) and each condition Is then:
unpowered cylindricaL:

S= (VLSCt,) 2[PLSC(tr - g,) - i(t-, (VI - 10)

or unnowered SDhrica/:2

I jsR~pn4t(tj - 4j) - pon-(t -4) (VI - 10)

where: RR = Vsctp(L)

PR = PLS(Lt)

to = (A)itit
PRt

tR =

The total cycle period is equal to to plus the refresh time if any significant refresh time

exists. This period is used to get the maximum repetition rate of the laer pulse.

PRF- = (VI - 12)

Then the mean thrust may be calculated by:

T=IxPRF (VI - 13)
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Tlm-a;veraged power is calculated by multiplying the incident laser intenity by the average

pulsed-time LSC wave surface area.

= 2UR(to)# (vI - 14)

The pulse energy is calculated am

E, = 21, *VLSCtHdt = IVLSCtH (VI- 15)

The coupling coefficient is calculaed in the usual manner by dividing the impulse by this

energy.

I (VI- 16)

B. Analytical Results
The results obtained from the LSC wave computer model are illustrated in Figures VI-3

through VI-1O. Figure VI-3 plots mean-thrust versus nteoity, with 5 curves corresponding to 6

difent plums zone cylinder heights. The mean thrust increases with the height and the intensity.
As might be expected, a larger plums zone height mem that the larger amount of energy being

deposited Into the thruster is thus producing a larger thrust.

As shown In Figure VI-4, the PRF decreases with increasing intensity at a given pluma

zone height. At a given intensity, the PRF decreases with increaming plums zone height, since the

time required for the rarefaction wave to traverse from top to bottom is longer, and the velocity of

the wave remains unchanged. It Is noted that the PRF represented here may be the fastest allowable

cycle time if the refresh time was negligible. By rotating the thruster surface or the incident laser

fluxes maintaining a constant supply of fresh air and area for the LSC wave, the cycle could be

quickly be initiated again as soon as ambient conditions are reached.

The plot of coupling coefficient versus intensity shown in figure VI- reveals some interesting

features. It does display an extremum, which locates an optimal coupling coefficient at about

1OOW/cm 2 . the step in the curve occurs u the program transitions from condition I to condition

Z This dip along with other sudden changes in C.C., PRF, T and ro, may be appearing because

the transition to LSD conditions, which is a complicated process, is occurring. The implication is

that condition 2 is being chosen at this intensity because the wave is stronger and is reaching H

sooner. This effect appears at later time in the cycle implying that more time is needed for full

wave expansion. This may support the above hypothesis. This verifies that the higher intensities

produces higher coupling coefficients due to a longer thrust schedule.

Figure VI-6 shows how much energy is being accepted by the LSC wave from the amount

being dumped into It. It also increases with height and intensity.
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I The time averaged power should show a similar trend if there re no loom in the cycle.

However, around 105W/cms. Ague VI-7 shows a dip in the power required by the wae for the

cydLe.

Figure V-8 simply shows that us more energy Is being deposited Into the wave, It takes

lea time for the wave to grow, hence the decrease of the pulse time with the Intensity. Figure VI-9

shows the growth of the LSC wave within that time. It depends on the Cas properties and not the

flux because they should be the ultimate constraint on the gas geometry. This I a nature of the gas

dynamics reflected in the equations (mainly Sedov's) and in these results.

Figure VI-10 shows the total growth of the wave and displays the effect mentioned earlier

u it appear. in the complete wave expansion.

C. SUmmAry

IThi analysis was the result of & simple model of an LSC wavers be used In an ERB th .

The results appear promising. A considerable amount of thrust seems achievable for hovering and

more. The ERB thruster itself appears to compare very well with known engine (compare figure

VI-S with the 40 N/IMW capability of existing ion thrusters). However some of the assumptlon

made Impose some restrictions on these results. The dse, shape and strength of the wave may not
I agree with the use of Sedov's scaling iwsL It Is apparent that Sedov's scaling laws awe questionable

at ruO and infinity. For the low velocities of the LSC wave and Its high temperatures, thermal and

I viscous losses may be very Important and would have to be considered in further analyses.

The geometry of the LSC wave Itself may even be more complicated then it bu been

i imagined to actually be in figure VI-1. The model used in this analysis did not fuly acknowledge

the complexities of figure VI-1, though it is believed to be adequate in this first investigation.

PirM's premure and velocity equations were derived for a I-D model and was good to

start with, but their compatibility with the boundary conditions of this configuration should be

re-analysed in the future. Pir had also assumed that a strong shock existed in front of the LSC

wave. This simplified his analysis but yielded those rather high pressures for the wave.

An acoustical analysis appears to be the next best step in the development of any future

models. It would be even better if a numerical model could be developed using finite difference

methods.
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CHAPTER VU

TEMPERATURE HISTORY OF AN ERH THRUSTER SURFACE

An ERB thruster surface that is expoed to a laser- supported combustion (LSC) wave can

experience high temperature due to radiative hea transfer between the wave and the surface. As

the wave propagates periodically over the surface, the surfae temperatures Increase on each cycle.

An Initially cool surface will, after a time, attain the maximum allowable temperature for the surfc

materiaL The time to maximum temperature can be estimated by calculating the net radilave heat

transfer to the surface coupled with the transient thermal response of the surfc

The vehicle configuration exmnined in this study utilizes an ERR thruster, which is sketched

in Fig. V11-1 1101. The base of the vehicle is a disk of radius 1.25 m. Energy is supplied to the

LSC wave by a laser beam that i projected inward from the edges of the disk (around the entire

circumference). The LSC wave propagates radially outwards towards the edge of the disk. At the

edge, the beam is extinguished, and a new wave is Initiated at the disk center. This process continue

periodically until adequate thrust Is achieved or until maximum temperatures are exceeded. This

chapter analyzes the static "hover' or subsonic fliot condition only, where forced convective cooling

of the ERR thruster surface cannot be invoked. Forced convective heating of the surface was not

analyzed.

Figure VU-2 shows an alternate view of the propagating LSC wave. As the wave expands

outward, a rarefaction wave propagates inside the LSC wave cylinder. The pressure difference

between the back of the rarefaction wave and the lower vehicle surface produces the flight propulsive

thrust. The physical size of the two LSC waveconfigurations which are examined in this analysis were

determined by the hovaring thrust which Is required by a vehicle the size of a Mercury capsule. The

two LSC waves have the requisite heights and pulse rate frequencies to produce identical thrust. The

difference between these two configurations aises from the assumed emissivity of the ERR thruster

surface. The first LSC wave propagates over a surface with an emimivity of 0.1 while the second

has an emisivity of 0.6. Note tha both ERB thruster surfaces are basically horizontal (i.e., a flat-

bottomed vehicle).

A. Radiation Model

The LSC wave is essentially a thin layer of absorbing and emitting gas at an elevated

temperature. In the present study, the LSC wave Is assumed to be gray and isotropic with respect
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to tomperabn, presm and radiadve propertias. No scatteing of rdiidon is considered. The

thickness of the LSC wave Is small relative to the diameter of the ERB thruster surface and the

height of the wave. This fact allows a significant simplification in the radiation modeling. Energy

emitted from the LSC wave that arrives at a point on the thruter surface will, in general, have

passed through a short path In the LSC wave and a long path In the transparent medium (air)

between the LSC wave and the surface. If all the radiation emitted by the LSC wave Is asumed to

originae at a, plane In the center of the wave, the total path length and orientation of the emitted
radiation will not be greatly in error. The LSC wave can then be replaced by an infinitesimally thin
LSO surface which emits the same total radiative flux as the actual LSC wave. To determine the

radiative flux emitted by the LSC wave, a mean beam length &nalya@[23]was used. The mean beam

length for two infinite parallel planes (the inner and outer diameter of the LSC wave),

L. = -- ln2Es(a,D)i (VII -1)
ap

where a Is the Planck mean absorption coefficient, D Is the thickness of the LSC wave, and Es Is

an exponential integraL The quantity sD is the optical thickness of the LSC wave. For the case
investigated her, the LSC temperature is 16,000 K, the pressure is 3 atm, and the thickness, D,

is 1.5 cm. This corresponds to a laser intensity of i06W/m 2. The Pluck mean absorption

coefficient for these conditions, fromx321 Is a, = 0.01cm, and the corresponding optical thickness Is

0.01& The mean beam length can be used to determine the total emittance of the LSC wave by.

8 = 1- ex-us)J (VII- 2)

In the present study, the value of the total emittance was 0.03. The purpose of the present

analysis is to predict temperatures on the thruster surface. This will be accomplished by solving

energy balance equations at the thruster surface. The present analysis does not attempt to specify

a correct energy balance for the LSC wave. The temperature of the LSC wave is regarded as given

from gas dynamic considerations. With these stipulations, it is possible to replace the actual LSC
wave with an equivalent black surface. The black LSC surface emits the same total energy as the

actual LSC wave. Since the actual LSC wave has an emittance of 0.03 and a black surface has an

emittance of 1.0, the black surface must have a lower equivalent temperature, specified by

OT= uVTIsc (VII - 3)

where T. is the equivalent temperature and TLSC is the actual temperature of the LSC wave. The

calculated equivalent temperature of the black LSC surface is 6660 K.

This equivalent black surface will produce the correct incident radiation on the ERB thruster
surface. Radiative energy that originates at the thruster surface and is incident on the actual LSC
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wavewill either be transmitted through the wasve or be aborbed by the wave. There is no scattering

In the LSC wave, so energy originating at the vehicle surface will not be scattered back to the vehicle.

Th I the reason that the equivalent LSC surface must be black, so tht no energy leaving the vehicle

surface will be reflected back to the vehicle surface. From the point of view of the vehicle surface,

the actual LSC wave looks exactly like a black surface.

Since the equivalent LSC wave surface has a lower temperature, the spectrum of emitted

radiation will be shifted to longer wavelengths than exist in the actual case. This Is not a matter

of concern, because the thruster surface will be assumed to be gray, and only the Mnijde of

the incident flux and not the mpectralistributi of energy will affect the thruster surface energy

balance.

Replacing the actual LSC wave with an equivalent black surface will not lead to a correct

energy balance for net radiation from the LSC wave. As mentioned earlier, this analysis does not

attempt to model the behavior of the LSC wave, and our only concern is that the net radiation to

the thruster surface can be modeled using enclosure theory for diffuse gray surface j 2 .The view

factor needed In the radiation analysis can be obtained analytically by using the results of RAI9J

and applying configuration factor algebra.

B. Conduction Model

The radiation to the thruster surface is coupled with conduction in the surface. Initially the

thruster surface is at atmospheric temperature. An LSC wave is initiated at the center of this disk-

shaped surface, and propagates outward to the edges. The time of propagation to the edge is short

compared to the thermal time constant for the thruster surface; therefore, the surface temperature

is assumed to remain constant during the cycle. After the first cycle, the net radiative flux to the

surface during the cycle is calculated as a function of radial position. This radiative flux in then used

as input to a transient conduction analysis of the surface. The result of the conduction analysis is

an estimate of the thruster surface temperature rise during the first cycle. This temperature may

vary with radial position.

The process is then repeated for the next cycle. The radiatiee flux to the surface during

the second cycle is calculated u a function of the new surface temperature distribution. At the

end of the second cycle, the conduction analysis is repeated with a new initial temperature and

heat flux distribution. This process of solving radiation and conduction alternately is continued in

each succeeding cycle. It is possible to solve coupled radiation and conduction in this way without

iterating on the surface temperatures because of the very short cycle time, and the resulting relatively
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slow rie in surface temperstur. Using values of temperature from a previous time step instead of

current value do. not result in q6*inificant error in heat flux rates.

To compute the radiative flux to the thruster surf1ce, the surface Is divided Into numerous

concentric Isothermal dngp At the beginning of the cycle, the LSC surface 12 located at the boundary

between the Innermost ring (which Is actually a disk) and the second concentric ring. The LSC

surface resembles a very thin-wailed hollow cylinder. During the cycle, the LSC surface steps toward

the disk perimeter, with Its location always being between concentric rinp. The time which the

LSC wave remains at each location is determined by the velocity of the LSC wave, the laser pulse

duration, and the incremental radial dimension. At each location of the cylinder, the configuration

factors must be recalculated, and the equations for radiative energy balance in an enclosure solved

Conduction In the ERX thruster surface will be assumed to be one-dimensional, with no

conduction in the radial or circumferential directions. Since the problem is axisymmetric, there is

no temperature variation circumferentially; however, a temperature gradient can exist in the radial

direction due to the radiation. The one- dimensional assumption Is justified because the temperature

gradlients Into the surface are expected to be much larger than the radial temperature gradients.

The one-dimensional transient heat conduction equation was solved for each isothermal ring

on the vehicle surface. The conduction equation was discretized using an explicit finite-difference

I methodll3l The explicit method was superior to an implicit method in this case because of the

very short time steps involved. The numerical solution was compared to the analytical solution for

conduction In a semi- infinite solid with a constant surface heat flux, and agreed well.

C. Aalta Rsults

Two LSC wave ERE thruster configurations were analyzed. Both thrusters utilize a LSC
wave which is extinguished after traveling over the inner part of the surface. The LSC wave effective

temperature is also the same for both designs. The difference between the two thrusters arises from

the different values for the emisivity of the vehicle surfaces. The parameters utilized for input to
the numerical solution are shown in Table VII-1.

jA short time exits between the extinction of one LSC wave and the initiation of the new

wave at the thruster center. This time interval is represented by the difference between the thrust

I duration and the laser pulse time in Table 1. The thruster surface material for the second case was
graphite, with emissiVity of 0.6. For the first case, the assumed surface emisivity was 0.1. This

I lower emissivity value could possibly be produced by costing the graphite (or other base material)
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- T"bVII-1
Pamitwu Utlimd for 1,put into Numerical Solution

Both LSC Metallic Surface Dielectrc surfyA
Surface Emissvity 0.1 0.6
LSC Wave Height 0.5m

Radius of Vehicle Surface 1.26m
Radius of Propagation 0.23cm

Laser Pulse Time 0.36mse
Thrust Pulse Time 0.40msec

LSC Wave Thickness 1.6cm
LSC Wave Pressure 3Am.

LSC Wave Temperature 16000K
LSC Effective Temperature 6660K

with a thin layer of another substance with this radiative property value. The base material for the

first case was also graphite.

For an operating time of approximately 0.3 seconds, the average surface temperature for the

lower emlssivity case reached 280C. The average temperature for the higher emisivity case for the

same operating time was approximately WC. Longer operating times were not Investigated due

to the large computation times which were required. Nevertheles, It is seen that this design shows

promise for staying within permissible temperature limits for a total time of a second or more.

The radial distribution of the surface temperature for the two emissivity cases at various

time are given in Figs. VII-3& and VII-3b, respectively. As expected, the temperature has a

maximum value near the thruster geometric center, and tends to decline near the outer periphery of

the disk. The relatively flat temperature profiles which exist over most of the disk surface provide

justification for the one-dimensional conduction analysis. The maximum temperature after 70 cycles

(0.3 seconds) for both designs occurs at the center. For the first design, the center temperature

reached a maximum value of 1766C. The second design, which has a higher emissivity, had a center

temperature of 955C. If two-dimensional conduction effects were accounted for In the thruster

surface, the center temperature would be somewhat lower. Based on the difference In the maximum

values of the two center temperatures of the first and second cases, the first case is the more promising

configuration.

For the conduction analysis, the thruster surface was assumed to be a semi-infinite solid.

The penetration depth of the temperature field into the surface is shown in Figs. VU-4a and VfI-4b

for the firt and second cases, respectively. Below this depth, there is no significant rise in the vehicle

temperature. At the largest time studied, the penetration depth was about 2 cm for both designs.
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I Two pouOnsin on the mfice, the center and the ed6e, are the locations of maxdmum and

minimum temperatur respectively. Figure VE-fa and V-fib represent the surfce temperature

time history of these two locatlons for the low and high emiseltiity cae In both of these figures,

the line which represents the center temperature Is decreasing with time. This fact shows that the

net heat flux to the surface Is decreasing with time as the surface temperature Increases. The surface

temperature for both cas may reach an equilibrium value If the computational time is Increased.

These two fig"ure again show that the lower emlsivity came holds more promise of surviving a greater

number of LSC wave cycles.

It should be noted that the final thruster surface temperature is rather sensitive to the

I assumed values of LSC wave temperature, pressure, and thickness. Since the LSC wave is not truly

isothermal and the thickness is not sharply defined, it is difficult to specify these parameters exctly.

I Relatively small changes in the assumed average values of these parameter s can have a lae effect
on the final results.

D. Future Zxtension

I Three main refinements to the present analyb will be made In the future. The refinements

to be considered are: 1) relaxation of the assumption that the aheorbtMty and emissivity of the

i thruster surface are equal, 2) two- dimensional conduction effects In the thruster surface (conduction

in the radial direction), and 3) convective heat trandfer effects between the plums and thrusterI surfae.
The radiation analysis refinement will &How the thruster surface to have different absorb-

tivity and emissivity coefficients. The absorbtivity coefficient will be in the high temperature solar

range, while the emissivity coefficient will be in the lower temperature infrared range. This improve-
ment in the analysis will allow the surface to be chosen on its selective radiative characteristics.

Two dimensional conduction effects will be utilized in the future to better approximate the

conduction in the thruster surface. The inclusion of conduction in the radial direction will lower the

center temperature and allow a, longer total thrust time. The corvective heat transfer effects will

also be Included In the future when the gas dynamics of the moving ,.SC wave are better understood.

1
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CHAPTER Vil
FAR VELD SOUND LiVELS PRODUCED BY IR THRUSTER

A. latmductiom

The continuous series of laser-Induced Impulses used as a meam of propulsion in vehicles

powered by External Radiation Heated (ERB) thrusters, will generate high sound pressure levels In
the vicinity of the launch site. A rough estimate of these levels can be made under the assumption

that the EU thruster-propelled vehicle can be approximated (for acoustical purposes) as a uniformly

radiating spherical source whose diameter equals that of the vehicle. The sound pressure level at
the surface of this hypothetical source will be assumed to have an amplitude equal to the average
pressure exerted on the vehicle surface by the laser-induced explosions.

For the two types of vehicles considered In this study - a 666-kg vehicle 5 m In diameter

(Apollo Lightcraft) and a 900-kg vehicle 2.5 m In diameter (Mercury Llghtcrafk)- the averge pres-

mires are 2.77 kPa and 1.799 kPa. These correspond to sound pressure levels (re. 2OaP&) of 162.8

and 159.1 dB, respectively, in the immediate vicinity of the vehicles. (Sound pressure levels (SPL)

I decibels(dB) are given by

SPL = 20 log Sound Pressure In Pascais] (VI - 1)
20pPa

on this scale the faintest sound that can be heard has a SPL of 0 dB, while the threshold of pain is

at 12dB.)
The SPL of sound emanating from a spherical source in the absence of boundaries will

decrease with distance r from the source as 20 log(r/R), where R is the radius of the source (2.5 m

in the case of the 5555-kg vehicle and 1.25 m In the case of the 900-kg vehicle). Therefore the SPL
as a function of distance can be represented by

SPL = 162.8 - 20 log

SPL = 170.8 - 20 logr (VIII - 2)

for the 6666-kg vehicle, Lad
SPL = 169.1 - 201log (Vill-.-.)

SPL = 161.0 - 20 logr

for the 900-kg vehicle. These expressions hold for average presure levels generated when the vehicle

are hovering, If they are accelerating at the designed maximum rate of 33 p, the SPLs will Increase
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by 20 log38 = 0.4dB at any noise measurement location. The following Table shows the noise

leveb predicted by the above equations at distances ranging from 20 m to 20 km during hover.

These figures will be increased by 30.4 dB when the respective vehicles accelerate at the design

maximum of 33 p.

Table VIII-1 - Predicted noie Levels (dB)

Distance r spl (56-kg vehicle) sp (900-kg vehicle)

20 m 144.8 135.0
50 m 136.8 127.0
100 m 130.8 121.0
200 m 124.8 115.0
500 m 116.8 107.0
1 km 110.8 101.0
2 km 104.8 96.0
5 km 96.8 87.0
10 km 90.8 81.0
20 km 84.8 75.0

By way of comparison, the SATURN V launch vehicle used in the APOLLO program was
known (see, e.g., Peterson and Gross, 1974) to produce SPL's well In excess of 90 dB at a distance

of 20 kin from the launch site. Table VIU-1 shows that the SPL's produced by the ERB thruster
vehicles in hover will not exceed those of the SATURN V. The additional 30.4 dB produced when

the vehicles accelerate at 33 p could raise the SPL's above those produced by the SATURN V,

however.

The simplified picture of the noise problem posed by ERB thrusters in the above discussion
is rather too crude to be used as a basis for a definitive estimate of the noise levels to be expected
during hover and acceleration. A more refined picture will be developed below from which such an

estimate can be obtained. The simplified picture is useful, nonetheless, because it demonstrates that
the magnitude of the noise problem posed by the launch of ERR thruster propelled vehicles is not

so small that it can be dismissed out of hand.

B. BLAST WAVE CHARACTERISTICS

A realistic acoustic model of an ERH thruster vehicle must incorporate the nonlinear char-
acteristics of blast waves, whose attenuation with distance are significantly different from those of

ordinary linear acoustic waves. In the discussion that follows, the spherically expanding blast wave
will form the basis for such a model, notwithstanding the fact that the laser-induced explosions
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Iwhich propel the vehicle maybe linear rather than spherical. This approach is justified because of

the fact that the explosions an of finite length and occur In close proximity to a finite bafe (the

lower vehicle surface). The results of a more detailed analysis incorporating both a cylindrical near-

field blast wave and a spherical far-field blast wave would, to some extent, modify the results of the
simplified analysis performed below, but would not materially affect the conclusions drawn from It.

The instantaneous spatial pressure distribution is shown qualitatively in Fig. Vm-1 for four

increasing values of elaipsed time following an explosion (Kinney & Graham, 1985)111. Analysis of

the blast wave responsible for such a pressure distribution was performed originally in order to

predict the characteristics of nuclear explosions (Taylor, 1950)1271. The equivalent analysis of a

cylindrical wave was performed by Lin (1964)[12j. Both analyses introduced the asumptions of

self-similar behavior inherent in the saling laws invoked by Reilly et al. (1979)1211 In their study of

momentum traer arising from laser-induced explosions near non-ablating surfaces. -

Some results of Taylor's analysis which are particularly appropriate here are. (a) Blast wave

Iprofiles consist of a strong shock front behind which preure, temperature, and density rapidly

de ae; (b) Pressure proflles at any instant in time are elf-similar - that similar if the pressure

is normalized with respect to the peak premsure Immediately behind the shock , and distance is

normalized with respect to the shock radius; (c) Peak pressure behind the shock front declines with

the inverse cube of the shock radius; and (d) Speed of the shock front declines as the Inverse 3/2

power of the shock radius. Analogous results hold (except that the respective powers of the shock

radius are different) In the case of cylindrical shocks.

The similarity rule governing blast waves cannot hold far from an explosion becaus (a)
Small-amplitude (acoustic) waves decline inversely with the first power of the radius of the waveI front (the equivalent of the shock front in the case of blast waves); and (b) The wave profile does

not change shape with time or distance - i.e. the wave Is non- dispersive. Attention must therefore

be paid to those circumstances which prevail while an explosion-induced disturbance undergoes the

transition from blast wave to sound wave.

I C. BLAST WAVE APPROXIMATION

ISome insight can be obtainei from an examination of Fig. VUI-2, in which the solid line is a

plot of data obtaln,.d from page 22 of Kinney & Graham (1985)[11. The ratio of blast overpressure

AP to the ambient reference pressure Po is represented on the abscissa. while the ratio of shock radius

R to a reference radius Ro is represented on the ordinate (the reference radius Ro has arbitrarily

I been defined as the value of R at which AP equals OOPo). The point corresponding to the actual
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location and magnitude of peak overprmur at a given value of time after the explosion will move

along the solid line from right to left a time increase& Because of this behvior, which Is indicated in

Fig. VUI-2 by the arrow labeled DIRECTION OF WAVE PROPAGATION, a plot of peak pressure

versnus location will hereafter be referred to as a Peveure-D sgsce Tr4'ejsr (PDT).

The dashed line tangent to the left end of the solid fine has the slope corresponding to the

11R pressure variation of linear acoustic waves, while the dashed line tangent to the right end of the
solid line has the slope corresponding to the 1/R8 pressure variation of strong blast waves. Therefore

the right-hand extremity of the solid line lies in the blast wave regime while the left-hand extremity

lies in the acoustic regime. Inspection of Fig. VIII-2 reveals that, when viewed on a logarithmic

rather than a linear scale, the transition of an explosion-induced disturbance from a nonlinear blast
wave to a linear acoustic wave is centered in the neighborhood of the point B, which is the closet

point on the solid line to the point A where the two tangent lines cross.

This suggests that the actual PDT can be approximated by the left-hand tangent line for

linear acoustic waves, and by the right-hand tangent line for blast waves, with transition occurring

at the singie point A. Analysis would begin with formulation of blast wave conditions near the source

explosion, and the blast wave scaling laws would then be used to determine the pressure signature

corresponding to point A. This would then be used to establish the acoustic far-fReld signature for
large values of R. An estimate of the error likely to be incurred by utilizing the approximate PDT can

be made by noting that the ratio of the overpressure at the actual midpoint B of transition in Fig.

VIII-2 to that at point A Is about 4/3 corresponding to an under- estimation of 20 Iog(4/3) s 2, 5dB.

D. BLAST WAVE SPECTRUM

Inspection of Fig. V1II-1 reveals that a single blast wave profile displays, at a given instant

in time, an approximately exponential vaiation of pressure with distance from the blast center,

at least in the neighborhood of the shock front. This suggests that, to a first approximation, the

pressure-time signature observed at a stationary observation point am the blast wave passes by it

will exhibit a sharp rise (due to the passage of the shock front) followed by an initially (at least)

exponential pressure drop with time due to the passage of the (spatialiy) exponentially varying self-

similar pressure profile behind the shock front. The validity of this approximation was proved by

Taylor (1960)1271 for spherical blast waves.

jThe ERB thruster will be powered not by a single laser- induced explosion, however, but

by a series of explosions occurring at a prescribed Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF). Therefore the

resulting pressure signature will appear, as shown in Fig. VUI-3, in the form of a steady-periodic
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oscillation each cycle of which conits of a step-function rise followed by an exponential decay, the

period T of the cycle being equal to I/PRF.

The premure-time signature p(t), being periodic, can be represented as a Fourier sert:
OD

pWt) got( - jniiit) (VIII - 2)

where t Is the time, j= VT, weo = 2rPRF, and

,o W/We P(0._", (VIII- 3)

The premure-time signature during one cycle (t = -/wo to v/wo) is given by

p(t) = P, el4(t+ WO)I (VIII -.4)

where p is the maximum pressure at the shock front. If the indicated integration is carried out we

I obtain, after some rearrangement,

-~)_P 11a' ,WO ,rb +'P ( )( + n2I*sin("wt + #.)I (VIII - 6)

wheo m .= tan-'S -

In order to obtain spectral components of p(t) the constants p and b must be evaluated. In

carrying out the evaluation, it is important to note that p(t) in Eqn. Vm-4 is the total absolute

Ipressure, not the overpressure AP of Fig. Vm-2. In terms of the notation of that figure, pi =

AP + Po. The ambient reference pressure Po is (at Ieut in the acoustic far-field) the time-average

I value of p(t) In Eqn. VIU-6 -ie. Po = p41l - e-- } (VIII-6e)

At point A in Fig. VUI-2, APIPo in about 0.3, so that pi = Po + AP = 1.3P. If we substitute

this relation for p, into Eqn. Vl11-6 while defining the variable X U, in order to simplify the

resulting expression, we get the following transcendental equation:

P Po = 1.3Po[1 - e(-)l/z (VIII - 7)

This equation will be satisfied by X s 0.56, and therefore b will have a range of values for

the smaller vehicle (900-kg, 2.5 m diameter) from 8.86 s- I under hovering conditions (PRF = 16.1

Hz) to 292 s -. under maximum (33 g) acceleration (PRF = 531 Hz). For the larger vehicle (5566-

kg, 5 m diameter) the corresponding range of values is 20.2 a- ' under hovering conditions (PRF
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= 3.8 Hs) to e-' under maximum (38 g) acceleraidon (1214 Hi). The variable X can also be

substituted into Eqn. VII-5, theeby uimpfliyng the form:

P ) i - W VXR I+ _)~ j 2n2
,- PIA - + 0(-1)1(l+ )-.) (wo,+ .)I (ViII- 8)

where #% = tan-,f~

The RMS amplitudes p6 of the Fourier components of the presure signature will therefore

be
p. = 1-(-(-X)(12+n)4 (VilI-9)

Te sound pressure levels (SPL*) due to these amplitudm at point A in Fig. VUI-2 (which can be

defined as
j SPL - 2o log(Pe/P?.j) (ViII- 10)

where P.I is the reference sound pressure, 20 Pa) will have the form

I SPL9 - 20 log( P, -i -1(1 + Xf )41/2)(VI-1)

as a consequence of this result.

In the present problem, Po is I atmosphere (about 101 kP&) so that p, = 1.3Pe = 131.3kPa.

If this value, together with the previously determined value of 0.55 for X, is substituted into Eqn.

VMX-11 the values of the SPL% can be calculated. The following Table lists the values for the first

10 spectral components

Table Vm-2-SPL Values for the First Ten Spectral Components

I n SPL,(d) n SPL(db)
1 170.6 6 156.2
2 174.7 7 153.8
3 161.2 8 152.7
4 158.7 9 151.6I 5 156.7 10 150.7

For values of n greater than 10, SPL. can be obtained from the approximate equation

i SPL9 = 170.7-20 log n (VIII- 12)

Note that the magnitudes of the spectral components are independent of the PRF. Note also that ifgan error of 0.1 dB Is acceptable, then Eqn. VUII-12 can be used to predict the values of the spectral
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componants for n in the range from I to 10. As free-field measurements ru ane observed to

exhibit repeatability within a tolerance of 0.1 dB, It Is reasonable to regard Eqs. VIII-12 an being

an adequate approximation (i.e. within the limits of experimental error) of the spectral componts

at a distance corresponding to point A in Fig. VI-2.

I. PARPIELD SOUND SPECTRUM LEVEL

Estimation of far-field sound levels of the spectral components requires that the distance
R from the blast center corresponding to point A in Fig. VIM-2 be determined. For the 65-
kg vehicle at sea level conditions the maximum expansion of a typical plasma column is about 0.4
meters in diameter and 2.6m in length, enclosing a volume of about 0.16m2. This volume is achieved
assuming an expansion to ambient pressure of plasma in a half cylindrical column with maximum

plasm prenure varying inversely with the square of the column diameter. This same expansion,
when it has occurred only to the extent where the pressure is 130 percent of ambient (the condition

at point A in Fig. VU-2) will occupy a volume of only 0.12m3 .
If we now smme that, for acoustical purposes only, the plasma column is equivalent to a

spherical blast of such a magnitude that, when it has expanded to reach point A In Fig. VIII-2 the
volume enclosed by the shock front equals the previously calculated value of 0.12ms , then a formula

for the flu-field levels of the spectral components can be readily obtained. The radius of a 0.12m3

sphere is about 0.3 m so that, became sound pressure levels vary as ten times the logarithm of the
square of the ratio of the distance R from the blast center to the sphere radius Re, a factor

1o log(R/0.3) 2 = 1.3 + 20 logR (VIII - 13)

must be subtracted from the components in Eqn. VI-12. Therefore the far-field levels of the
spectral components will be given by

SPLj = 170.7- 20 logn - (10.3 + 20logR)

SPLq = 160.4 - 20logn - 20logR (VIII - 14)

where r is in meters.

This result holds for the 566-kg vehicle, but can also be applied to the 900-kg vehicle if 2
dB is subtracted. The need for the correction arises from the fact that in the case of the smaller
vehicle the radius of the cylindrical shock corresponding to a 30% overpressure is approximately the

same as that in the larger vehicle, but the shock length, and therefore the shock volume used to
calculate radius of the equivalent spherical blast, is half the previous value. This means that Re is
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reduced by the factor 2f, twenty time the logarithm of which i 2 dB. In addition, the proximity
of the vehicle surface enhance the sound pressure levels chieved for the same reason that a bae

inhances the sound level of a loudspeaker driver. The enhancement Is directional, with the greatest
Intensity being achived underneath the vehicle.

A conservate estimate of the enhancement can be obtained by assuming that the vehicle
surface functions as an Infinite plane bale, with a resulting enhancement of 6 dB. Adding this

amount to the spectral components obtained above yields

SPLj = 166.4 - 20 loga - 20 logR (VIII - 15)

for the spectral components produced by the 5666-kg vehicle. The 6 dB enhancement is partially
negated, In the case of the 900-kg vehicle, by the 2 dB scale reduction effect noted above, so that

for this vehicle

SPLV = 160.4 - 20 logn - 20 logR (VIII- 16)

5 At large distances the value of R will be essentialy equal to r, the distance between the vehicle and
the point at which the noise level is evaluated. This fact will be utilized in the following discussion

of overall noise level.

F. OVERALL FAR-FIELD SOUND LEVELI
The overall sound pressure level (SPL) is obtained by the formula

SPL = 10 log 1: 10 SPL/1o (VIIl- 17)

where SPL. is as given in Eqn. VMI-15 and VHI-16. After substitution of these equations into
VIII-17 followed by some rearrangement, one obtains

SPL = 166.4 + 10 log " .-20 logR (VIII - 18)

for the 56M-kg vehicle and

SPL = 160.4+ 10 logs -- 20 logR (VIII - 19)

for the 900-kg vehicle. The value of the infinite sum is 4, so that
0. 1 t2

10 log = 10 log - = 2.2 (VIII- 20)
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and ths in turn yiedsl
SPL -1G.6 - 20 logR (VIII - 21)

for the 56-kg vehicle and

SPL - 165.6 - 20 logR (VIII - 22)

for the 900-kg vehicle.

These last equations permit the construction of a somewhat more reliable table of SPL

versus distance r than Table VIII-1 (q.v.):

Table VI-3-SPL vs. Distance From Vehicle

Distance r spl (6556-kg vehicle) spi (900-kg vehicle)
20 in 142.6 140.6
50 in 134.6 132.6
100 in 128.6 126.6
200 in 122.6 120.6
500 in 114.6 112.6
1 km 108.6 106.6
2 km 102.6 100.6
5 km 94.6 92.6
10 km 88.6 86.6
20 km 82.6 80.6

If this set of data is compared with that In Table VHI-1 it is seen that a more detailed analysis

results in a 5.6 dB increase in predicted overall noise level above that given by Eqn. VIU-3 for the
900-kg vehicle, and a 2.2 dB decrease in predicted overall noise level below that given by Eqn. VMI-2
for the 555-kg vehicle. Note that these results hold only if laser-induced explosions occur only one

at a time. If m > 1 explosions occur at one time, distributed over the surface of the vehicle, then

the quantity 20 log m must be added to the data in Table VIU-3. Therefore minimum noise is likely

to be achieved when only one explosion at a time takes place.

G. SUMMARY

The preceding sections show that the employment of a crude, simple-source type acoustical

model of an ERH thruster propelled vehicle in hover yields approximately the same results (to within

a few decibels) as a more detailed model employing concepts from the theory of blast waves in the

derivation of a sound spectrum. While the assumptions invoked in formulating the latter model are
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I admittedly conservatie, it is unlikely that results obtained from the anay of a more elaborate,

less conservative model would differ from those obtained hen except In detail

I In particular, the above results suggest that the overall noise level produced by ERH thruster

propelled vehicles under uniform, non-dluipatlve atmospheric conditions In the absence of ground

proximity efects can be considerable. The mitigating efects (If any) of atmoepheric and ground

I absorption are too complicated and uncertain to be Included within the scope of the present work,

but should be considered in future efforts.

I J In one respect the blast wave model does produce a substantial reduction in predicted noise

level in comparison with the earlier simple-source model It was observed previously that this model

I predicted an increase in overall noise with vehicle acceleration, the augmentation reaching 30.4

dB under 33 g acceleration. The more accurate blast wave model, on the other hand, predicts no

augmentation whatsoeverwith acceleration. This Is because thrust increase required for acceleration

are achieved by increasing the PRF rather than the blast intensity. The model also suggests that

one way to minimize the overall noise level is to avoid having more than one laser-induced explosion

occur at a time (Le., the rotary detonation wave engine approach).

The effect of vehicle acceleration on perceived loudness (the subjective level of noise) is

I another matter, however, because t quantity is frequency dependent. In general we can expect

increasing PRF to achieve acceleration to Increase the perceived noise level becaiue of the Increase of

I sensitivity with frequency of the the human ear in the range 0-2 kdL The actual increase in perceived

noise level realized at large distances from the vehicle, where frequency-dependent atmospheric and

ground absorption effects cannot be ignored, are beyond the scope of the present work and should

be considered later.

We therefore recommend that the work begun here be continued in pursuit of two objec-

tives: (a) Assessment of the noise spectrum far from the vehicle including frequency-dependent

atmospheric and ground absorption effects. (b) Assessment of perceived noise levels far from the

Ivehicle under conditions ranging from hover to maximum acceleration. As an aid to verifying these

results we recommend that a digitally synthesized simulation of the anticipated noise signature be

I made. Such a simulation can be accomplished using equipment in the Laboratory for Noise and

Vibration Control Research (LNVCR. Finally, we recommend that additional work be carried out

to develop an acoustical model for predicting the noise level and lift enhancement achieved when

operating an ERPH thruster vehicle very close to the ground.

Documented in the following Chapter is a n account of progress made, to date, and the

I digitally synthesized simulation of these anticipated noise signatures.
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CHAPTER DE

SIMULATION OF ZRH THRUSTER NOISE SIGNATURES

A. Intrductiom

The purpose of the effort described here In Chapt. 9 Is to produce acoustic signatures which
approximate thou that would be perceived by a stationary ground-basd observer during various

flight maneuvers of the reference vehicle (Apollo Lightcraft). Several assumptions ae made in order

to simplify both the analysis of the engine/vehide as an acoustic source, and the creation of the

synthesized signatures:

1. The engine/vehicle is considered to be a point acoustical source. Directivity effects are

ignored.

I 2. Only the direct acoustic signature Is modeled; no attempt Is made to include effects due to

reverberation (from the atmospheric and ground surfsce).

3. The speed of sound in air is assumed to be constant and not a function of altitude.

4. No attempt Is made to include sonic booms caused by the vehicle exceeding Mach 1.

This project essentially combines a model of the acoustic response of the Apollo LightcraIt

ERB thrusters to a laer pulse (i.e. the acoustic impulse response) with various sets of vehicle
trajectory and Iser pulsing (i.e. forcing function) data. The acoustic Impulse response model

is presented in Chapter 9, and the vehicle trajectory/forcing function model is reviewed below in

Section G of this chapter.

B. Model DescriptionI
The computer program links the acoustic impulse response model, which was developed for

a stationary source/stationary observer, to the trajectory/forcing function data-in order to generate

acoustic signatures for a traveling source/stationary observer. The effects of Doppler shifting and

amplitude attenuation of the observed source signature are incorporated as a function of the vehicle

dynamics. The resulting expressions for the traveling source/stationary observer signatures form
the basis of a computer program which generates a sequence of numbers that represents digitized

samples of the analog signatures. Next, these digitized samples are processed by L digital.to-nalog
converter (DAC), then low pass filtered to remove harmonics of the sampling frequency produced by

the DAC, and finally recorded on magnetic tape. The instrumentation setup is shown schematically
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in Fig. IX-1.

The overall proces is regarded as a cascade of two processe.. as illustrated in Fig. IX-2

The firs process H1 describes the static acoustic Impulse response Y.(t) of the ERB thruster to a

laser pulse, where both the vehicle and the observer are stationay. The acoustic Impulse response

H, Is a function of PRF only. Figure IX-3(s) qualitatively shows the static acoustic response of

the thruster to a 500 Ha PRF pulse train, while Fig. IX-3(b) shows the response to an 1135 Hz

PRF pulse train. Process H2 describes the time-vayng nature of the transmission path from the

moving thruster/vehicle to the fixed observer; it combines the output Y.(t) from the static model

H, together with relative distance data x(t) and relative velocity data v(t) to yield the dynamic

acoustic response Yo(t) for a moving source and fixed observer.

C. Mo d Ie le mtation

The decision to implement the synthesis using a digital system wa based largely upon three

consderations.

1. The acoustic impulse response doe not represent one of the standard signal types available

on hard-wired analog function genertors;

2. The acoustic Impulse response changes with frequency;

3. Precise control of the signature amplitude and frquency is required to reflect changes in

the acoustic transmission path due to vehicle dynamics.

The natural choice for such arbitrary waveform generation capability is a digital computer-

based system. This approach does, however, Introduce several additional considerations which must

be addressed In order to achieve the desired result. A brief discussion of these considerations is

presented here. The goal Is to provide motivation for, as well as describe In detail, the approach

used to digitally synthesize the acoustic signature.

Figure IX-3 depicts the nature of the theoretical static acoustic impulse response Y.(t) of

the Apollo Lightcraft. The figure was generated by using a digital computer to calculate Y.(t) for a

number of different values of time t. Enough values were calculated so that when the corresponding

points were plotted and connected with straight line segments, the resulting figure closely approxi-

mates a graphical representation of the actual analog signal. This is essentially the approach used

to generate in analog signal from a set of discrete data where a DAC is used as the output device in-

stead of a plotter. The main problem is to determine how many data points are required to produce

a satisfactory approximation to the actual analog acoustic response signature Y.(t).

If the discrete data is sent to a DAC instead of a plotter, an analog signal will result. There
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Figure DCS(a). Theretical Acouatlc hnp.!.. R..poom- PRY 6OOHs

Figure 1X43(b). Theoretical Acoustic Impula. Rnspous-PRF =1135
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San a number of difJmret varieties of DAC avaUable, but the moet common is the zeo order hold

voltage DAC. The resolution of the DAC is defined to be the magnitude of the smallest change In

I output voltage that can be attained under program control, divided by the magnitude of the largest

change In output voltage tW can be attained under progpa control, expresed in per cent. The

69720A DAC is 12-bit, zero order hold voltage DAC with a resolution of (1/212) x 100 = 0.024%.

The term zero order hold refers to the fact that If a data value representing a voltage V is written

to the DAC, the output of the DAC will change (almost) Instantaneously to Vi and will remain

constant until a new data value is written.
As one might expect, the approximation of a given analog signal by a digitally synthesized

signal generally improved as the frequency n. at which the analog signal is sampled increases. Two

factors tend to limit the choice of 0o and hence limit the accuracy of the approximation:

I 1. Each digital to analog conversion requires a finite length of time to occur.

2 Finite machine memory limits the number of data values which can be stored prior to being

I sent to the DAC.

The 69720A DAC can process datat arate of up to 30 kiz real time duing disk to DAC transfers.

I The 236C computer system has approximately 15 Mbyte of free disk space to hold data for the

DAC. We describe next how these constraints impose restrictions on the cam of signals that can be

satisfactorily synthesized.

D. Digitital Simulatlon Constraints

Refer to Fig. XI-4(a) where several cycles of the function I (t) = sin 0.8r are plotted. This

function is periodic with a period of 2r/O.8r = 2.5 seconds. Suppose ji (t) is sampled at one second

intervals, which is equivalent to saying that the sampling frequency w. is two and one half times

the frequency of fs(t) evaluated at t = n, n = 0,1,2,.... These ae the values of f(t) indicated by

the tic marks in Fig. IX-4(a). If this sequence is subsequently sent to a zero order hold DAC, the

resulting analog waveform will appear as in Fig. IX-4(b).

Next consider Fig. IX-4(c), where several cycles of f2(t) = sin2.8•r are shown. If fi(t)

is sampled at one second intervals and the resulting sequence is sent to the DAC, the output is as

shown in Fig. IX-4(d). Notice that the output from the DAC is the same for both fl(t) and fi(t).
This phenomenon is called allasing of Iz(s), and occurs whenever a periodic function is sampled at

1les than (or precisely at) twice its frequency. The signal in Fig. IX-4(b) may be a rather crude
approximation to the original signal in Fig. IX-4(a), but at least it tends to track f, (t) as it oscillates.

I This is clearly not the case for Figs. lX-4(c) md IX-4(4). Couineklm e tkof " h n m MM
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Figure IX.4(a). A~auing and SamPlingbminced Modulatdoi-(analog upWma)
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figure IX-4(b). Mlating and Sampling-Induced Modulation-(samping fi(t) at

a rate of 1 eampe/mec)
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I motivaImon for the following c reiterson-

SNfuis Crietien. In order to uniquely recover a band-Umte sigal from its mple sequence, the

signal must be sampled at a rate of greater thu twice the frequency of any constituent components.

Notice that if the original function is not band- limited, it is, strictly speaking, impossible to recover
it exactly from Its sample sequence. Becaume the 69720A DAC has a maxdmum sampling rate of

30,000 samples per second, the Nyquist criterion demands that the input data to the DAC represent

samples obtained from an original signature having a bandwidth of lem than 15 kHLz. This represents

one important constraint on the clam of signatures that can be accurately synthesized. The Mcond

constraint, to be diacumed next, is even more severe.

Refer once again to Fig. JX-4(b). Although f (t) I. sampled In accordance with the Nyqust

ICriterion, the signal produced by the DAC exhibits an amplitude modulation which Is not present

In the original signal. For the purposes of synthesizing signatures from sampled data, this modu-

I lation represents an unwanted artifact. Sampling of a cosinusold of frequency wi, using a sampling

frequency such n w. = (r1#)", where the numbers r and a are relatively prime, rsults in a periodic

sample sequence of period TA.M. = a/wi = rw. For instance, Fig. IX-4(b) uhows the result of

sampling )1 (t), which has frequency w1 - 0.8i/sec, at a sampling frequency of w, = 2r/sec. Then

W IL 0(81

I 2 5

2 6
TA.,. = = Z_ (IX- 3)

Hence the resulting amplitude modulated sample sequence should have a period

2 5
a I =S

T'A.JW. =z _2T = =1 (IX - 4)

and this Is verified In Fig. [X-4(b).

It can be shown that the frequency spectrum of a carrier signal of frequency w. modulated

by a waveform of frequency wm will contain a component at we, a component at w6 + wo, and a

component at we - w.. The latter two components are referred to u sidebands. The presence

Iof sidebands is a consequence of modulation caused by sampling ad elimination of the sidebands

requires removal of the modulation.
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Figure IX.4(c) Aiusldag and Sampilng(analog ulpal ai(2.Sut))

Figur LX.4(d) AHMiasun and Sainpilg-induced Modutaton-(anplg 12(t)
at a rate 0( 1 sampl./m~)
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3. Redad o d Undedred Modulation Ift

IModulation of the original signal by the sampling function signal will always occur to some

extent when the sampling frequency Is a non-integer multiple of the fundamental frequency of the

Ioriginal periodic signal. The only recourse Is to reduce its effect to an acceptable leel, If possible.

Two means of accomplishing this are:

1. If the signal is band-limited, increasing the sampling frequency will reduce the amplitude

of the modulation, and hence the amplitude of the sidebands. It can be shown that the

Iamplitude of modulation of a cosinusoid f(t) = coswt produced by sampling at a frequency

w# = awl, a > 2, must satisfy

A A.M. <_ cos(0) - cos(L) (IX- 6)

or

IA.M.:51 -c* Lr) (IX -6)
10

I For example, If /(t) = coswit Is sampled at a rate of w, = 10sw, the maximum possible

amplitude modulation due to sampling is

Maximum A.M. - cos(. L)

= 0.191 (IX - 7)
19.1% modulation

= -14dB

I Given no other constraints, it would seem that a sampling rate should be chosen to ensure

a sampling-induced modulation of less than -120 dB for any frequency component in the

I acoustic signature, since this represents the dynamic range of the typical human ear. Not

only would this be impractical given the limitations on the sampling frequency of the 69720A

I DAC, but It is unnecessary because the dynamic range of a 12 bit DAC such as the 69720A

is only 72 dB. The ratio of sampling frequency required to ensure a modulation of amplitude

of less than -72 dB Is foama foissi2
-72dB = 20 lool - cos( 2I)I

I -3.6 = log,,- _cos('!)

2.51 x 10- 4 = 1 - COS(-(-)
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cog-) - 0.974
a

2z
--0.0224

a-28

This results motivates the adoption of a second mampling criterion.

Sampling Criterion 2. In order to suppress sampling-induced amplitude modulation of the synthe-

sized signature, and hence to suppress the associated sidebands, the analog acoustic impulse response

signature must be sampled at a rate of at least 28 times w,, where w! is the frequency of the highest

frequency component in the signature.

Note that this Is a conservative criteria; this criteria may be relaxed If additional Information

reafrding the frequency content of the analog signature is available.

2. A second meas of dealing with the objectionable idebands is simply to mask them by

adding white nois, at a level which is suffcient to interfere with the sidebands, but not to

interfere appreciably with the carrier tone. This Is known as dithering.

A number of preliminary signature. have been synthesized where the criteria described

above were violated. In a but one case (that of a very low PRF), the difference tone are clearly

audible. On one very high frequency trace, the signature Is allsed from inaudible frequencies down

to the audible range. An updated version of the software is being generated which adheres to the

criteria that have been discussed here. This updated software will utilized a truncated Fourier series

approximation to the ideal static acoustic impulse response signature to assure adherence to the

criteria outlined above. In addition, the least significant bit of the DAC will be dithered.

The 6944/69720A DAC system only supports continuous digital to analog conversions at a

rate of 30 kHL. However, it is possible to achieve an effective sampling rate of 250 kHL In order

to achieve an effective sampling rate of 250 kHz, the data Is sampled by the DAC at a rate of 25

kHz and recorded on the Nagra IV-SJ tape recorder which has a 10:1 ratio of recording speeds.

When the data Is recorded at 1.5 inch/second, the effective 250 kHz sampling rate is achieved. This

approach was used to generate several of the preliminary traces, and it will be used for all future

work. Note that the high sampling rat. achievable with this approach enables us to retain more

terms of the Fourier approximation to the ideal acoustic impulse response than would be allowed by

the sampling criteria for a 30 kHz sampling rate. Hence a closer approximation to the ideal impulse

response is obtained.

Having described the major considerations for constructing the system model for H1 , the

static acoustic impulse response of the Apollo Lightcraft, the process of modeling H2, the acoustic

transmission path, is outlined next.
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1 1t. Moded for Acounfl M nmimauoa Path H2

j The moving source/stationary observer formula for calculating Doppler shift of a pure tone

frequency source f. Is given by

where

w f.=actual frequency of the source (Hz),

v(t)=the radial component of the velocity of the source

relative to a fixed observer (ft/sec), where velocity

toward the observer is considered positive.

| c=the speed of sound in air (ft/se )

fr=the Doppler shifted source frequency (Hz).

I Although the formula above is written for a source which produces a single frequency f.(t), the

formula is valid for complex tone sources as well. If a source signature is written an a Fourier series,

I each component of the series is shifted as indicated above.

The amplitude of the o',erved signature Is calculated using

A,- o j i (IX- 10)

where:

Ao=the peak amplitude of the acoustic pressure observed

at a distance X from the acoustic source

X.=the distance in feet between the source and the observer

I at which A is measured
X(t)=the actual radial distance in feet between the

source and the observer

It should be noted that for the purposes of simulating the acoustic signature, the sole criterion for

selecting a reference pressure A.0 Xo is to utilize the maximum dynamic range of the 12 bit 69720A

DAC. The actual sound pressure level of the syntheisized signature is a function of the gain (volume)

on the equipment used to play back the recorded signatures.

The parameters f.(t), v(t), and z(t) used in these formulas describe the PRF and vehicle

dynamics and are, with the possible exception of f.(t) in certain cases, continuous functions of
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time. In order to implement computer algorithms to calculake the Doppler shift and Utenuation

it is necessary to choose discrete times at which to evaluate the parameters f,(t), v(t), and z(t).

We define the parameter sampling period T to be the time Interval In seconds between succeslve

evaluations of the parameters f.(t), v(t), and x(t). We define the parameter sampling frequency fOp

to be the nverse of the parameter sampling period.

Experience has shown that the value of 0, must be chosen carefully to reduce quantization

effects to an unacceptable level. A number of signatures were processed for various sets of vehicle

flight data utilizing a parameter update frequency of 30 parameter samples per second. In no

cue were amplitude quantization effects audibly detectable; however, frequency quantization was

clearly audible for signatures having time rates of change of frequency of greater than roughly

800 Hz/sec. Research ha demonstrated that, over a broad frequency range, an average person

can discriminate pitch changes of roughly 0.5%, whereas amplitude discrimination is only 12%0.

This implies that both frequency and amplitude quantization can be reduced to Inaudible levels by

choosing a parameter sampling frequency such that

0.005:< l'fr~t) - ~t -iTll (IX - 11)

where

f,(t)=the Doppler shifted source frequency In Hertz,

evaluated at time t seconds

Tp=the parameter sampling period In seconds.

This will ensure that, for any given time step T, the observed frequency change by no more than

0.5%.

G) Single Relay Satellite Trajectory Simulation

Simulation of an accurate lift-off trajectory for the Apollo Llghtcraft is an important first

step in generating the acoustic signature representative of those which would be heard by a station-

ary, ground-based listener. A number of simplifying assumptions were made to constrain the variety

of trajectories possible for a given set of initial conditions and vehicle flight characteristics. These

asumptions are given below:

I The Lightcraft is powered directly from a single relay satellite. All laser power is relayed

from thi satellite.
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12. Th0 lower relay satellite is in a circular equatorial orbit at 100 mile (162.2 kmn) altitude.
This fairly low altitude was considered to be a lower bound for viable relay station orbits.

3. The Lightcraft must 1hW point towards the relay satellite, and thus moves up the beam

emanating from it.

1 4. The Lightcraft lifts off with a specific initial zenith angle, which is determined by the type
of trajectory to be flown. An initial zenith angle of zero degrees means a vertical lift-of anI initial zenith angle of seventy degrees implies a nearly horizontal lift-of. For the trajectory

simulations, initial zenith angles of 0 and 45 degrees were used.

5. The vehicle files either with a constant acceleration (as felt by the pilot), or a constant
- thrust. In the constant acceleration cases thrust must vary due to the changing drag forces

on the vehicle (i.e., with flight speed).

1 6. The coefficlent of drag, CD, for the Apollo Llghtcraft was calculated as a function of flight
mach number only. The drag coefficient data used In the simulation Is displayed In Fig.

! X-5.
7. The liftoff engine is an ERB thruster, with either a rotating line source, or twelve simultane-

ous line sources. If the line sources are simultaneous, the PRF (Pulse Repetition Frequency)

of the vehicle is reduced by 12 x.

Although a large number of trajectories were flown", only three representative cases are
reported here: 1) Horizontal, constant thrust fly by, 2) Vertical takeoff at 3G's acceleration, 3) 460
(initial) takeoff at 3 G's acceleration. A cassette tape recording of these three noise signatures Is

included with this final report.

I 1) Horizontal, Constant-thrust Flyby

The constant altitude, constant velocity flyby is one of the simplest trajectory/forcing func-
tion that can be used to generate acoustic signatures for a traveling source/stationary observer. It
was the first case to be simulated, and hence served to help "debug" the system.

Figure IX-6 portrays the geometry for this case. The vehicle is assumed to fly over the
observer at an altitude of 50 ft, and a velocity of 100 MPH-much like a helicopter. The ERH
thruster develops a constant level of thrust at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 41.67 Hz. This

is somewhat higher than that required for "stationary hover" (i.e., 37.8 HZ). As indicated in Fig

IX-6, the thrust vector is tilted slightly forward (in the direction of flight) to counteract aerodynamic
drag forces ( - 56701bs).

The trajectory simulation routine computes the line-of-sight distance from the vehicle to the
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I observer, and the vehicle velocity component radial to the oboerver. The PRF in this cwe is hold

constant at 41.67 Hr. The simulation begins when the vehicle In just over 1/4 mile (1467 ft) away

from the observer.

The acoustic signature for this cae Is displayed In Fig. IX.7. As Indicated, the pulse

I frequency is doppler-shifted from 48 to 36.75 Hz upon passage of the vehicle. Also the normalized
real amplitude of the ERB thruster increases to a maximum at the point of closest approach.

I This 'test case assumed no change In vehicle pointing throughout the entire 20 second
duration of the simulation; i.e., the relay satellite would have to be at a very high altitude. For
the following two cases, all the afore-mentioned input assumptions are applied-such that the vehicle

must chase the low altitude relay satellite into orbit.

I 2) Vertical liftoff at 3 G's acceleration

I To calculate the location and flight direction of the Apollo Llghtcraft, it Is necessary to

determine four parameters which exactly describe the launch trajectory. These four parameters are:

(i) vehicle altitude - "h"
(ii) zenith angle - '4.

(iii) satellite angle - 'I

(iv) vehicle angle - '6'
(v) vehicle to satellite distance -

The relationship of these key trajectory model parameters is displayed in Fig. IX-8, which

also indicates the location of vehicle take-off. Note the current positions of the vehicle and relay

I satellite in relation to the point of liftoff.
The initial conditions must be specified, of course, before the trajectory can be analyzed.

Figure IX-9 portrays the initial liftoff geometry, for which the vehicle altitude, h, is set to zero. For

the case at hand, the zenith angle 0o is also set to zero, for the 3 G constant acceleration launch.
The observer is assumed to reside at the launch site.

Calculation of the pulse repetition frequency, PR?, depends on the ERH thruster mode and

the level of thrust it is generating. For the "simultaneous twelve-iine-surce" model for the ERR

thruster, a PR? of 37.8 Hz is required to hover the Apollo Lightcraft. This frequency generates

about 12,250 lbs. of thrust; hence, the PR? for a specific thrust output is

PRFL = 37.8[ - T I (IX - 12)

1where T is the desired thrust in pounds.
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Fore arotatdn line source* model, the PRF is incremed by a factor of twelve. Each line

source is pulsed In sequence. This has the effect of multiplying the PRF by 12 x:

PRFRL = 441;jIm (IX - 13)

The lut two 3 G simulations assume the use of this rotating-line-source mode for ERH thruster

operstion.
Figure IX-10 gives the trajectory/forcing function data for the constant 3 G launch from an

initial zenith angie of zero degrees. Figure Ix-10a gives the altitude vs. downrange distance; Fig.

IX-10b, the flight Mach number vs. time; Fig. IX-10c, the zenith angle vs. time; and Fig. IX-10d,

the PRF vs. time. Note that the PRF must increase froml30flz at liftof to roughly 4800 Hz when

"punching-through' Mach 1; at 20 seconds into the simulation, PRF has reached 6500 Hz.

The acoustic signature for this cae is given In Fig. IX-1I. As indicated, the maximum

vehicle distance from the source is 13,000 ft. or about 2.5 miles altitude. The doppler-shifted

frequency hits a low of 1043 Hz and a high of 3070 H.

3) 450 Liftoff at 3 G's acceleration

The initial conditions for this trajectory simulation are identical to the previous one with

two exceptions. First, the vehicle is launched at a zenith angle of 460, instead of 00. Second, the

observer is placed one half mile downrange of the vehicle launch site, instead of coincident.

The trajectory/forcing function data for the 450 zenith angle cue is presented in Fig. IX- 12,

and the resulting acoustic signature in Fig. IX-13. Note that the temporal patterns for normalized

amplitude and doppler- shifted frequency are very different from the previous case. The differences

become especially pronounced when heard on the audio casette.

H) Summary

The acoustic simulations are technically interesting in their on right and give a firm tac-

tile understanding of what this new clue of airbreathing thrusters will sound like. However, one

additional noteworthy realization came almost as a by-product of the study. During stationary

hover, when simultaneously pulsed with big energies and low frequencies, the ERH thruster can be

designed to be inaudible - in the infrasonic regime. Alternately, when ccelerstinz at high G levels

in the rotating-line-source mode, the ERH thruster can be engineered to produce ultrasonic noise -
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I
also beyond the range of human heering. For example, ssume that the 1.6 MJ pulse energy shared

by the 12 line source is ad off sequentily, then beyond Macb I (with a constant 3 G launch), the

ERE thruster PR will exceed 15 kHz, which is Inaudible by most of the population.

I Through proper engineering, these ERH thrusters hold good potential for efectively silent'

operation - although sound pressure levels will still reach dangerous levels at close proximity to the

Ivehicle.
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i
CHAPTER X

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary Investigations of the ERP thruster concept have demonstrated that this ad-

vanted airbreathing beam-powend engine has geat potential for application in future SSTO shut-
tlecraft. The level of thrust produced by this engine, given a certain level of Input thermal power,

falls roughly between the non-afterburning turbojet and the turbofan. However, the acceleration per-

formance can be magwiD. Thrust-to-weight ratios for the ERR thruster can exceed ;J whereas

conventional turbomachinery lies in the range of 5 and I1

Although the current study concludes that the ERH thruster ham great promise, further

theoretical and experimental work in needed. Such proof-of-concept research should investigate the
(1) 4refresh! process (i.e., exhaust/intake cycles),(iU) real gas effects, (iMi) wavelength scaling effects

(incl. the potential for microwave frequencies), (iv) LSD wave Ignition energy losses, (v) radiation

heat transfer (i.e., energy losme out of the plasma), and (vi) flight dynamic performance vs. quasi-

static (hover and subsonic) capability.

Clearly, there can be no substitute for experimental verification of these basic research issues.
Several pulsed lasers with adequate characteristics (e.g., kiloJoule-level pulses, at roughly 10 Psec

duration) currently exist at AVCO Everett Research Laboratory, and elsewhere. Such lasers would
be ideal for small proof-of-concept experiments.

In summary, the ERH thruster concept has survived this first critical examination into

the propulsive physics. However, further substantial increan in the state of knowledge can of

come with a well conceived program involving both theoretical and experimental elements - pushed

simultaneously.
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